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President, IAJS

I am greatly honored and proud to participate with you in the 

12th Research Report Conference of the International Association for Japan 

Studies and address the distinguished audience on this joyful occasion, 

here at Ritsumeikan Art Research Center. We are delighted to have the 

opportunity to hold the conference at this center again. We are deeply 

grateful for the heart-felt contributions of Professor Hosoi, the organizer, 

Professor Suzuki, and other stuff members of this center who helped make 

today’s conference possible. Our gathering last year was held at Toyo 

University in December and closed successfully. So unlike other academic 

meetings, we have an advantage to keep an ideal venue for the conference 

in Tokyo or Kyoto on alternate years. We have just returned to the cultural 

heart of Japan. So, against this wonderful backdrop, today’s presenters will 

also captivate us with their fascinating ideas.

By the way, the IAJS has grown into a national-scale association, 

with support from various quarters. So, for many years, we have been 

increasing the collection of academic papers presented at our annual 

conferences. We are proud of these materials as our organization’s heritage 

reflecting the talents of the speakers.

Therefore, to further promote the goals of our association and 

its related academic activities, the IAJS board decided to establish The IAJS 

Journal two years ago. This was a timely decision because, by having one 

more chance to look at our presenters' achievements through the journal, 

our desire for interdisciplinary cross-cultural researches will hopefully grow 

ever stronger. And we published the second volume of The IAJS Journal in 

November this year. The publication of The IAJS Journal will open a new 

chapter in the history of the IAJS.

The articles that make up these issues of The IAJS Journal  are 

strongly original in demonstrating the writers' valuable achievements. 

Collectively they demonstrate that Japan Studies are able to sustain the 

highest level of critical attention. So, we intend to issue the third volume of 
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The IAJS Journal next year.

 But now the authors have to share the submission cost. This fee 

will be reduced to 10,000 yen per submission for the third volume of The 

IAJS Journal. So, please don't hesitate to contribute articles to the next issue. 

The fee might be waved in the future with an increase in the number of the 

IAJS members. If a presenter's paper is not submitted to The IAJS Journal, a 

summary can be contributed to The News Letter of The IAJS as in the past.

Anyway, I would like to thank all the participants for their 

interest and efforts in helping us make this conference. Apart from the 

exchange of academically useful research and information on Japan studies, 

we trust this will also be a wonderful chance to create and maintain 

personal relationships between participants. In fact, we feel proud to let 

you know that the atmosphere at our conferences has been warm and 

cordial. Also, I would like to express my sincere thanks to the IAJS board  

for their strong support and cooperation in organizing and conducting this 

conference.

Lastly, personally speaking, I retired from Waseda University this 

spring and am now a professor emeritus. So, I think it is time for me to retire 

from the post of president of the IAJS as well. I have been organizing the 

IAJS for ten years now. Ten years is a long period. It is extraordinary in any 

other organization for one person to continue the same post for this length 

of time. I have laid the foundations. In the near future, I hope the post will 

be succeeded by another person from the IAJS board. So, you will have a new 

president in the next year or so. Of course, I will continue to totally support 

the activities of the IAJS.
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Interwoven Themes and Imagery in the Noh Kureha

Special Topic

Director, Medieval Japanese Studies Institute

In the noh repertory clothing, cloth, dyeing, spinning, weaving, 
sewing and washing serve as images elaborating the text, as references, 
symbols, and pivot words, as props drawing visual attention, and as central 
themes. The first-category, deity play, Kureha, generally ascribed to Zeami 
(1363–1443),1 takes weaving as its subject, ties it to the weaving of words 
into poetry, and binds it to extoling the sovereign. No plot, no conflict, no 
catharsis drives the play, yet the performance gathers the threads of ancient 
history, interlaces technical details, and creates a fabric of the nation at peace 
to be presented time and again to its ruler. Repetition lies at the core of the 
weaving process, and so, too, the message of Kureha is repeated in multiple 
forms, until one phrase stands for all: “throw the shuttle, lift the heddles.”2

The play begins with an Imperial official on his way from Sumiyoshi 
to Kureha Village, where he hears the beating of a loom. Enter two women 
(shite and tsure companion) to issei music. Their opening song (also called an 
issei) evokes the place and introduces key images that will be played out and 
elaborated in the following scenes. [Note: in the text below, the kakekotoba, 
words with double meanings, are underlined and alternative characters noted]

1 Linguistic, poetic, and structural considerations, as well as the inclusion of the Tennyomai, 
have led scholars to count Kureha among Zeami's works, though he does not mention it in his 
writings. Ito Masayoshi, Yōkyokushū, chū, (Shinkosha, 1986, p. 433); Royall Tyler, Japanese Nō 
Dramas, (Penguin Classics, 1992, p. 171).

2 呉服あやはのとりどりに . Translation by Tyler, p. 182. All further translations are mine, except 

when otherwise identified.

3 Opening issei. Ito p. 42.

くれはとり。[ 呉–機–織 ] Kurehatori Weavers from Wu/“kurehatori”

綾の衣の浦里に。 Aya no koromo no urasato ni patterned robe's reverse/

[裏／浦] At the harbor village where

年経て住むや。あま乙女 Toshi hete sumu ya ama otome the sea maidens have lived for many a year:

立ちよる波もしら糸の。 Tachiyoru nami mo shiraito no The waves roll in, white as the threads

[立／裁; 縒／寄; 白／知]

機織り添ふる。音しげし Hataori sōru  oto shigeshi on the loom that joins their booming sound3

03



The various meanings and implications of “kurehatori” form the 
core content of the play and lend it its name. Simply said, Kure, also read Go, 
or Wu, was a state in China.4  In 306 under Emperor Ōjin a Japanese envoy 
went to Kure and brought back four women to teach the art of weaving, 
dyeing and sewing. The noh is the story of two of the women, Kurehatori 
and Ayahatori, who settled near Nishinomiya. Later they were enshrined 
as deities of the Kurehatori Shrine and the Ikeda Ayahatori Shrine. This 
history, based on the Nihon Shoki (Ōjin 306) and shrine legends, is recounted 
by the maidens.5

Hata means “loom.” (It is also the name of the weaver's clan, and 
incidentally, Zeami traces his sarugaku ancestry back to Hata no Kōkatsu). 
The act of weaving as well as the weaver become the hatori (hata-ori 機織). 
At some point a specific woven pattern came to be known as kurehatori 
no aya (Wu-patterned twill damask). Fabric woven with this pattern is 
the subject of a poem that is quoted later in the play and discussed later. 
Medieval commentaries on the poem and its rhetoric inform some of the 
play's dialog.

As the play progresses, the patterned robe (aya no koromo) links 
not only to the key poem, but more importantly to a robe the two women 
wove ─ and continue to weave ─ in order to present it to the Emperor for 
New Years. A symbolic tribute, the robe's perfection signals peace and 
prosperity in the realm, the affirmation of which is the underlying intent of 
all first category “diety plays” (kami noh).

Today Kureha Village lies inland near the Ikeda airport, but in 
the noh it is conflated with the port where the Chinese boat carrying the 
weaving women docked and where they lived “for many a year” teaching the 
Japanese the arts of weaving and dyeing. Deified by Emperor Nintoku, the 
maiden's spirits continue to reside in the local shrines and it is these deities 
that the priest in the play encounters in the guise of humans. Thus, the play 
progresses in three time zones: the fourth century when the women arrived, 
the fifteenth century when the play was written, and the ever-lasting, 
always renewed present: today. The focus shifts back and forth between 
the time zones threading one to the other till they intermesh into a single 
whole. 

The sounds and sights of the scene set the motifs: the crashing 
of the waves and the beating of the loom, complemented by the white crests 
on the waves shaping and reshaping their outlines and the white thread 
passing back and forth across the loom. The cloth imagery deepens with 
double readings of some of the words: “ura,” harbor 浦, but also the lining 

4 The association of Wu with weaving led to using its graph to write “clothing” (gofuku) 呉 服 , 

which also are the graphs for the title of the noh play Kureha.

5 Ito Masayoshi (p. 434), suggests the noh version draws heavily on the Kureha Ayaha Daimyōjin 
ryaku engi (Digest of the Miracles of the Kureha and Ayaka Deities).
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of a garment (裏) and “tachiyoru,” cresting and rolling [waves] (立ち寄る), but 
also to cut [cloth] (裁つ) and to spin or twist [thread] (縒る). In this way, these 
five lines of the opening song encompass the themes that will be developed. 

When the official notices the maidens weaving outdoors, they 
identify themselves as Kurehatori and Ayahatori who came centuries ago 
from China and wove Emperor Ōjin's sacred robe. They explain the meaning 
of their names, which Royal Tyler translates a Shuttle Maid and Heddle 
Maid.

 

The graphs chosen for writing the names of the maidens vary 
at different places within the text and by acting school. The graphs shown 
here, Ayahatori 漢織 and Kurehatori 呉織, use the characters for Han (the 
main Chinese people) and Wu (a state in near the mouth of the Yangtze 
River), thus contrasting two references to China. As the text explains, the 
kureha is also a term for a shuttle (modern Japanese “hi” 杼), that is, for 
something onto which the weft threads are wound so they can be passed 
through the shed created by lifting some of the warps up and holding others 
down. The cloth is woven by changing which threads are up or down each 
time the weft threads are passed from right to left or left to right. In this 
sense, Kurehatori does the main job of producing the cloth.

Although simple weave structures requiring only the raising and 
lowering of alternate warp threads can easily be controlled by the weaver 
holding the shuttle, the type of fabric woven here has a complex structural 
pattern. It is intricate enough that the technology needed to be imported 
from China. The aya, or twill (it creates a diagonal rib), woven here is a twill 

6 Act 1, mondō; Ito, p. 44.

Ayahatori (Heddle Maid):

又漢織とは機物の。 Mata ayahatori to wa hatamono no At the loom, the ayahatori

糸を取り引く工ゆゑ。 Ito o torihiku takumi yue has the job of pulling the threads

綾の紋をなす故に。 Aya no mon o nasu yue ni that produce the twill pattern.

あやはとりとは申すなり Ayahatori to wa mōsu nari So that is why I am called Ayahatori.

Kurehatori (Shuttle Maid):

呉織とは機物の。 Kurehatori to wa hatamono no The kurehatori at the loom, well, 

糸引く木をば Itohiku ki o ba There is a wooden piece called a kureha

くれはと云へば。 kureha to ippa that pulls the [weft] threads

呉服取る手によそへつゝ Kureha toru te ni yo soe tsutsu Taking up the kureha in my hands

I pass the thread [through the shed]

くれはとりとは申すなり。 Kurehatori to wa mōsu nari So that is why I am called Kurehatori.6
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damask, which has a pattern created by contrasting directions or size of the 
diagonal ribs of the background and the design. Weaving two structures 
simultaneously to create a motif requires calculated manipulation of the 
individual warp threads. This is Ayahatori's job. The movement of the warp 
threads up or down is controlled by heddles (vertical strings with holes or 
loops through which the warp is sleyed). For each time Kurehatori passes a 
weft through the shed, Ayahatori has to pick up just the right heddles.

As Ayahatori soon says, however, a combination of their names 
refers to a specific pattern that has become a poetic term. She quotes the 
beginning of a verse from the Gosenshū (951) poetry anthology: 

The full poem is a message from a court official, Kiyowara no Morozane, to his 
lady telling her he has been called back to the capital and does not have to travel 
on to the East. He is sending her two bolts of cloth as an advance token.8 Like 
Morozane, the waki in the play is also a court official on a trip, but while the 
bolts of kurehatori no aya are love tokens, what the weavers from Wu produce “in 
workmanship, perfection itself,” is emblematic of a higher devotion, dedicated 
to "our Sovereign; and exemplar/ for His noble reign”.9

The precise character of this sacred fabric expands with 
reiteration. It is first described as a mono-color twill damask the color of 
a mountain dove (山鳩色), a gentle yellow-green that shimmers like “birds 
beating their wings high among the clouds.”10

The robe presented to the Emperor evolves into a “multi-colored 
patterned twill” (aya no nishiki 綾の錦) with a design of a dragon (konryū 
no giyoi 袞龍の御衣).11 In ancient times nishiki referred to a compound weave 
with warp or weft patterning, but in the fifteenth century nishiki patterns 
were woven with supplementary wefts brocaded into a foundation structure. 
This weave structure was used to make kara-orimono (“Chinese weave”) court 
costumes, which in turn developed into the iconic noh costume, karaori.

7 Act I. mondō; Ito. P. 44.

8 The rest of the poem continues (pivoting on another reading of “futamura”):
Futamura yama no koezu nari ni ki: “…[as it happens] I don't have to pass over Mt. Futamura.”

9 Translations Tyler, pp. 178 (kuse) and 182 (noriji).

10 Act 1, middle of the kuse; Ito, p. 45.

11 Chinese imperial robes featured large dragons, and the Japanese incorporated these along with 
other symbols of good rule in the emperor's konryū no giyoi robe worn for enthronements and 
New Year's rituals. Today they are woven in colors on a red twill with dragons on the sleeves.

くれはとり Kurehatori The Wu-woven cloth

あやに恋しく Aya ni koishiku of twill pattern incomparable

ありしかば Arishikaba my dear, for you

二村山... Futamura yama... two bolts: Futa...7
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Talk turns to action when the maidens demonstrate their 
weaving. They stand behind the large loom prop to indicate they are 
weaving colorful nishiki, before vanishing with a promise to return: 

Unquestionably the prop with its colored threads decoratively 
stretched over a large frame formed the central scenery of the original 
staging and served as a visual focus for the action of the play.13 The form 
of the loom varied, as is evident from Edo-period prop books.14  Some of 
the prop looms are tall, some horizontal; some have colored spools, others 
just have colored threads stretched over a frame. The Momoyama-period 
noh performer Shimotsuma Shōshin (1551–1616) in his Butai no zu (Stage 
drawings), sketched a diagram of the prop placed at up-stage right (sumi). 
He noted his mentor, Konparu Kyūren's, instructions: “After the exit for the 
interlude (nakairi), push the prop to the center front; alternatively, it can 
be removed for the second act.”15 Presumably the removal of the large prop 
allowed for fuller use of the stage as the performance turned to dance. 

The sound of the taiko stick drum heralds the reappearance of the 
weavers in the form of divinities (in modern practice one actor performs for 
two) after an interlude. Reiterating the imagery of the opening issei, we see 
them above the clashing waves as they weave on a loom by a pine tree. The 
water's ebb and flow replicates the movement of shuttle and beater on the 
loom. If the loom prop is still on stage, the weaver steps behind it.16

12 Act I, rongi; Ito, p. 46.

13 Not all schools of noh today perform Kureha with a prop, the result of a gradual simplification 
and reworking of the staging. Gerry Yokota-Murakami discusses reasons for this in The 
Formation of the Canon of Nō; The Literary Tradition of Divine Authority (Osaka University Press, 
1997, pp 66–68, 86–94).

14 Okura ryū tsukurimono hiroko, Kureha page available at <http://www.glopad.org/glopad/images/
new/gid3/img1004873.jpg>, Kanze ryū tsukurimono no zu, Kureha page available at <http://www.
glopad.org/glopad/images/new/gid8/img1004748.jpg>. Both prop books are owned by Hosei 
University Institute of Nogaku Studies

15 A facsimile version of the second edition of Butai no zu from Shoho 4 (1647) is reprinted in 
Shimotsuma Shōshin 1, Nōgaku shiryō shūsei (Wanya Shoten, 1973, p 190). Konparu Kyūren, the 
grandson of Zenpō, was Shimotsuma's teacher. In his Waranbeshō (Notes on dances), Shōshin 
notes that the prop is brought out during the Shite-Tsure entrance song quoted at the beginning 
of this essay, but can either be taken away during the interlude, or left on stage. A photograph 
of the original page for Kureha is available at <http://www.glopad.org/glopad/images/new/gid2/
img1005722.jpg>

16 The choreography described here comes from the early seventeenth century “Sōsetsu 
shimaizuke” (Kanze Sōsetsu's choreography notes) reprinted in Kanze ryū kokatazuke shū (Kanze 
school Old Choreography Notes) in the Nōgaku shiryō shūsei (Wanya Shoten, 1982, p. 150–151).

いざいざさらば機物の Iza iza saraba hatamono no Then, then, well then, on the loom

錦を織りて我が君乃 nishiki o orite waga kimi no we weave brocade for our lord’s

御調に供へ申さん mitsuki ni sonae mōsan robe, to be donated with devotion12
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The wind in the pine adds a voice, the divine weaver begins to 
move forward, to circle the fan, to enact the weaving in imagined space. 
Kurehatori exchanges lines with Ayahatori (in modern practice the chorus 
takes the latter's lines) and according to a Keicho period (1598–1615) 
choreography, she “uses the fan like the shuttle, passing it back and forth 
from left to right.”19

Movement and words draw us into the act of weaving. The 
clattering loom having frightened away all the demons, the Weaver then 
begins a celestial dance, Tennyomai.21

For Zeami Tennyomai occupied a special place. In his 1421 
treastise, Nikyoku Santai Ningyōzu (Figure drawings of the two arts and 
three modes), he states that the Tennyomai is categorically different from 
the basic three modes (aged, woman's, martial). While for the Woman's 
mode, one must “cast force aside,” for Tennyomai, one should “assign 
musical effect as the central nexus; fill all the limbs with the force of intent; 
dance the Dance; be danced by the Dance... expansively.” While the former 
is introverted, the latter “comes into being through forms of genuine 

17 Quote from the Wakan Rōeishū.

18 Act II, issei; Ito, p. 48.

19 See footnote 12.

20 Act II, second issei and noriji; Ito. P. 48.

21 In modern practice the weaver performs a three-part chū-no-mai, but this is a later development. 
See Takemoto Mikio, “Tennyomai no kenkyū” (Study of Tennyo no mai) in Nōgaku kenkyū 4 (July, 
1978, p. 93–158) and Yokota-Murakami, footnote 13.

Chorus: 松の風。 Matsu no kaze Pine wind wailing

又は磯うつ浪の音。 Mata iso utsu nami no oto And waves pounding the sands

頻りに隙なき機物の。 Shikiri ni himanaki hatamono no ceaselessly the loom works on.

Kure: 取るや呉服の Toru ya kureha no I pick up the shuttle

手繰の糸。 tekuri no ito the threads are all wound!

Ch: 我が取るはあやは。 Waga toru wa aya ha And I pick up the heddles

Kure: 踏木の足音。 Fumiki no ashioto The treadles sounding loud

Ch: きりはたりちやう。 Kiri hatari chō Kiri hatari chō (stamps)

Kure: きりはたり。ちやう／＼と。 Kiri hatari chōchō to Kiri hatari chōchō to 20

Kurehatori (issei)

. . .夕波に ...yūnami ni ...evening waves, their

声立てそふる 機の音 koe tate sōru hata no oto voices join the pounding looms

錦を織る機物乃中に nishiki o oru hatamono no uchi ni weaving brocade patterned with

相思の字をあらわし17 sōshi no ji o arawahi graphs of mutual love profound.18
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power.”22 The flowing sleeves and gliding figure that weaves across the stage 
should, in Zeami's words, “be like flowers and birds in the winds of spring... 
wondrous expression and musical elegance.”23

The phrase “birds in the winds of spring” recalls the description 
of the “mountain dove damask” quoted above and incidentally ties into 
medieval poetic commentaries on “kurehatori no aya,” where they read 
the “ha” as 羽 “feather” and “tori” as 鳥 “bird,” and recommend using 
this association in composing linked poetry (renga) by evoking upward 
moving imagery.24  Certainly, the text of Kureha does just that. At the end 
of the tennyomai, it evokes the Tanabata weaving girl in the sky, who gets a 
chance to meet her lover only once a year. The Tanabata festival (Kikoden) 
celebrates threads, dyeing, sewing, and of course weaving.25 The image of 
streamers hung for Tanabata carries into the next line that states this rare 
meeting with the traveler is “a dream of the Wondrous Banner Bodhisattva 
Myoban Bosatsu.” Mentally, we see the f lowing sleeves of the dancer 
transform into billowing banners. And, within the dream, the weavers now 
work their loom in a celestial space: kureha ayaha no toridori ni, kureha ayaha 
no toridori ni, eternally producing fabric for the emperor's robe. 

In this way, Kureha comes full circle, and in its end is its 
beginning. In the process, the play has also taken us “Into another intensity/ 
For a further union, a deeper communion” (T. S. Eliot, “East Coker” in the 
Four Quartets).

22 Hare, Tom. Zeami Performance Notes. (Columbia University Press, 2008; pp. 143 and 146–7).

23 Hare, p. 147. Zeami adopted the Dengaku player Zoami's celestial maiden's dance into his own 
plays, making it the core of a new style of female divinity play.

24 Ito, footnote 15, p 43.

25 Monica Bethe, “Color and Yearly Palace Rituals in Japan during the Nara and Heian Periods” in 
M. Dusenbury, ed. Color in Ancient and Medieval East Asia (Spencer Museum of Art, U. of Kansas, 
2015, pp. 156–161).
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First Readers of Tales of Old Japan by A. B. Mitford –from the 
Survey of Digitalized English Magazines

R
esearch R

eports Session I

Ph.D Candidate, Graduate School of Letters, Ritsumeikan University

Introduction

Accessible archives and progressed databases have enabled us to 
do holistic research about readership or perception of translated Japanese 
literatures in overseas. Especially, the researches on the translations 
published before 1905, when Book Review Digest which covers reviews and 
advertisement in major literal magazines hadn't published yet, is one of the 
rapidly updated topic in recent years. By utilizing the databases, mainly 
Hathi Trust, the British Newspaper Archive, and ProQuest, this paper will 
clarify the readership of the anecdotes Tales of Old Japan (1871). 

The author, Algernon Bertram Freeman Mitford (1837–1916), 
came to Japan as a member of British Legation in 1866. Under the diplomacy 
of Harry Parks, he worked as a second secretary with Earnest Satow. 
According to his letter to Edward Hammond in the Foreign Office quoted in 
the biography edited by Hugh Cortazzi, 

I am busily engaged at present in collecting from native sources a 
quantity of legends of Old Japan which throw an entirely new light 
upon the manners and customs which have astonished travellers 
so much and of which they have made such an egregious mess in 
their books. (Ed. Cortazzi, Arthur Henry Hugh. Mitford's Japan: 
Memories and Recollections, 1866–1906, p.34) 

he started the preparation for his f irst book from 1867 and had a 
conversation for the publication immediately after his return to England 
in 1870 with the major publisher MacMillan which has owned the scientific 
magazine Nature. As the result of the negotiation between them, the 
copyright of the book was sold for 240pound, as he described in his 
autography,

The remainder of the year was spent in preparing my “Tales of 
Old Japan” for the press. I did not make much by the book, for I sold it to 
Messrs. Macmillan for two hundred and forty pounds, and the materials and 
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illustrations cost me nearly, if not quite, that sum. (Memories, p.554)

It was almost equal to the amount the author paid for the wood-

print illustration by Japanese artisans.

Around the period of the opening of Japan towards the world, 
there were more and more interest in Japan and the needs for suitable books 
for travelers. There were already several books whose topics are Japan and 
the Japanese, however, he pointed out their lack of insight for inner life 
and started collecting Japanese tales to edit his own book. He also ordered 
wood-cut prints for the illustrations of his book to Japanese artisans. At 
least from the 1880s to the 1910s, Tales of Old Japan had been referred to 
as one of the most successful books about Japan. According to the reviews 
at the time of publication, the illustrations by the real Japanese and exotic 
topics, such as seppuku and samurai, captured the Westerner's attention.

The survey of digitalized English magazines will show which 
layer of people were the first target of this book and reveal the readership 
which have been generalized as “the Western readers”.

The Beginning of the Promotion

The opening two chapters of his book, “Forty-seven Ronins” and 
“The Loves of Gonpachi and Komurasaki”, was published under the title 
of “Tales of Old Japan vol. I-II” in Fortnightly Review in 1870. This literary 
magazine which was designed for conservative upper-middle to upper class 
readers obliged the all contributors of this magazine to provide their real 
name to quality of the magazine. Until the establishment of Asiatic Society 
of Japan in 1872, there was no academic English magazine specialized in 
Japanese Studies. Accordingly, refined literary magazines which includes 
Fortnightly Review played a part of it, together with Chinese and Indian 
Studies, and Geographical magazines. 

Therefore, the publication on Fortnightly Review was intended not 
only for general readers of this magazine but also for the people who had 
already started their study about Japan. To appear on the page of prestigious 
magazine gave more opportunity to Mitford's article. “Forty-seven Ronins” 
was reproduced in Little's Living Age, the American magazine, which was 
specialized in reproduction of the major English and European magazines.

What Advertisement Shows

Until the development of printing and binding technique in the 
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beginning of 19th century, it was impossible to produce huge amount of 
books in same quality. Therefore, newly published books were circulated 
only among the people who could afford and it was not necessary to fix a 
price for each title (Aoki, 2001). As the trace of this tradition, it's still not 
very common to print a price on a hardcover book. This can also apply to 
Tales of Old Japan whose fixed price can't be known from the book itself. 

From the middle of January, the publication of Tales of Old Japan 
from MacMillan started being carried on advertisement in newspapers 
and magazines. According to the advertisements on Saturday Review and 
The Spectator, the format of the first edition was crown8vo in 2 volumes 
(277 pages + 272pages), and the price was 21sillings. Taking the price for a 
postage for a card at that time (a half penny) into account, I have determined 
the target audience of the book could be upper-middle or higher class 
readers. Additionally, the format, 8vo (equivalent to the size of hardcover, 
170–253mm × 108–158mm) and 4vo (241mm × 305mm), was commonly used 
for luxury books, called “three-deckers” which was normally combined with 
three thick volumes in beautiful bindings. The presence of the gorgeous 
book in bookshelves was also an honor for the people with fortune and 
refinement (Aoki, 2001). 

 The cheaper edition (1874) which was also printed in crown8vo 
but in 1 volume (383 pages) was sold for 6sillings. Until the end of the 19th 
century, this cheaper edition had been issued (Yokoyama, 1981). Estimating 
from the structure of this edition, it can be confirmed the first edition was 
intentionally printed in 2 volumes.

Books with Dignity

When another great Japanologist Frederick Victor Dickins 
published Chushingura: or the Loyal League, his English complete translation 
of Kanadehon Chushingura, in London, the reviewer of Pall Mall Gazette (8 
July, 1880) showed disapproval of the quality of its binding that poor quality 
of the pages, narrow margin, mistypes were too cheap-looking compared 
to the quality of the content and the beautiful illustrations. This critique 
shows that books at that time were expected to gather certain dignity 
corresponding to its contents in their appearances. Comparing to Dickins's 
translation, the first edition of Tales of Old Japan possesses more space 
between lines and in margin (even comparing to the cheaper edition), and 
it was printed in thicker and firmer papers. It enabled not only to provide 
readable pages but also to satisfy the eyes of the readers including the 
reviewers.
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Conclusion

Advertisements and reviews are a visible part of literary capital. 
Based on the abovementioned discussion about format and the fixed price, 
I have concluded that the target audience of Tales of Old Japan had been the 
upper middle to upper class readers, especially for the first three years until 
the cheaper edition was published. The review of The Times also proves that 
the news of the publication of Tales of Old Japan were shared among the 
people belonging to a certain community.

Mr. Mitford, the author of this delightful book, and one of the 
Secretaries to the British Legation in Japan, is already known to 
many of our readers through the pages of Fortnightly Review and 
Cornhill Magazine,… (The Times (London), (27073), 26 May, 1871)
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In his study on Japanese war memory, Philip Seaton (2010) 
identified 5 major categories that describe the general positioning of the 
Japanese society towards (Japan's) World War II. The first of those five 
categories are “progressives”, people who are critical of Japanese war crimes, 
who consider Japan's war of aggression to be in no way justifiable and who 
believe for post-war reparations paid by Japan to be insufficient. Category 
number two consists of “progressive-leaning” individuals. They share some 
of the progressives' ideas, but do not put the entire war responsibility on 
Japan as they see the conflict as an inevitable turn of historical events. 
As third category, “don't-knows and don't-cares” are being named. And 
as the name obviously implies, these are individuals who don't see the 
war as relevant to their lives and accordingly are also not overly well 
informed about matters regarding it. Swinging into the opposite direction 
of progressives and progressive-leanings, category four are “conservatives” 
who consider the war to be quite justifiable and give equal responsibility 
to Japan and the Allied nations. One core argument of the conservatives 
however is that Japan has mostly been a victim of the war and that not due 
to its own wrongdoings, but because of excessive behavior on the side of the 
Allied forces. The last category then are “nationalists”, a group that straight 
out glorifies the war, which Japan only fought in self-defense of foreign 
aggression.

 Now, Seaton's categories provided a rough framework for 
analyzing some essential aspects in a study of the depiction of the nuclear 
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japanese feature length animation 
movies. At the time of the study, the genre only offered two titles on 
the subject matter. One is Nagasaki 1945 – Angelus Bell (2005, hereafter 
Nagasaki 1945), a “one-off” production based on the autobiographic novels 
of Dr. Tatsuichirō Akizuki that can best be described as an early form 
of crowd funding project and that did not seek commercial success. The 
other one is the widely known Barefoot Gen (1983), the most successful 
adaptation of Keiji Nakazawa's Manga series of the same title. Especially 
Barefoot Gen's “fame” however spurred interest in a comparison of the two 
titles, as Barefoot Gen practically imposes a monopoly on the depiction of 
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the atomic bombings in Japanese domestic Animation. The results of this 
study then showed that while Nagasaki 1945 had stuck extremely closely 
to its progressive-leaning original, Barefoot Gen's adaptation had shifted 
away from the progressive-leaning, if not progressive Manga, towards a 
conservative approach.

 Yoshiaki Fukuma (Yoshimura and Fukuma, 2006) states that 
according to a survey conducted by NHK in the year 2000, Barefoot Gen and 
Grave of the Fireflies (1988), both animated movies, are indeed the two films 
that have had the most impact on Japanese war memory. However, with 
Barefoot Gen being “compromised” as a conservative title that works to 
instill victim mentality in the Japanese population, it needs to be asked and 
reviewed how the depiction of the war, beyond the especially sensitive topic 
of the atomic bombings, is being brought to stage in animation.

 For this purpose, an extension of the original study is now to 
examine the entirety of the genre of “War Anime” in regards of its potential 
positioning of Japan in the role of the “victim” and the assigning of the 
“aggressor” to the “enemy”, the allied forces. To allow such an examination, 
all available titles of the genre, as of the day of this paper and the author's 
awareness eleven texts, with two more being unavailable for review, are 
subject to critical analysis of their direct depictions of “victims”, “aggressors” 
(/ “perpetrators”), “the enemy” and the geographical location of their plot. 
“Victims” here means clear expressions of suffering, of wounds, death, 
physical and mental pain caused by an “aggressor”, an outside force that 
acts without provocation by the “victim”. Accordingly, the most important 
factors for the analysis of “victim” are age, gender, behavior within the 
narrative and the suffering endured. These factors hold true for the 
“aggressor” as well, even though of course the aggressor obviously would 
not endure, but instill suffering. Yet again this accordingly means that 
“victims” and “aggressors” can only be identified over the course of the 
analysis, for which yet again the location of the narrative is important, as 
geographical allocation is the most definite indicator for national identity in 
the sense of nation states.

 Referring to the above, even in its still on-going stages, 
the review of all relevant titles produces a flood of data. Going through 
this data, both clear trends and changing depictions become apparent. 
Starting with the location of each text's narrative, we quickly see that not 
a single film leaves the borders of the Japanese empire to tell its story. This 
almost automatically also narrows down the time frame of each narrative 
to the period from summer 1944 to summer 1945, the time in which 
Japan experienced the war close-up at the home front. Yet, even on this 
“domestic” Japanese stage, locations have greatly changed over the course 
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of the 35 years between the release of the first title included in this study, 
Tsushimamaru – Sayōnara Okinawa (1982, hereafter Tsushimamaru), and the 
present day. While Tsushimamaru handled the Tsushimamaru incident and 
the firebombing of Naha, following texts went to Hiroshima, Kobe, Fukuoka 
or Tokyo and even as far as Manchuria or the Japanese occupied Korea. This 
diversity certainly can be read as an evidence for a meta-narrative that aims 
at creating a collective identity of inhabitants of the affected locations as 
Japanese. This “Japaneseness” is being stressed by the fact that only four out 
of the eleven titles at one point or another include non-military members 
of non-Japanese descend in those areas, even though Japan was, not at last 
for the sake of occupied territories, home to for example a large number of 
Koreans and Chinese during the war. As such, we only see Japanese civilians 
suffer from the cruel effects of fire bombings and the atomic bombings 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Thus, unless the depiction of “aggressors” 
indicates otherwise, we seem to be able to identify Japanese civilians to be 
taking the role of victims in war Anime.

 Looking at the “aggressors” then, we reach an important 
marker for defining whether War Anime are working to instill a specific 
collective memory or not. Borrowing the terms “back then, back there” and 
“right here, right now” from Hiroko Okuda (2010) to describe differences 
between the remembered past and the historical knowledge of the present 
day, war Anime are taking a strong “back then, back there” stance to depict 
“the enemy”, the US and allied forces. In all War Anime, the US forces are 
first and foremost being represented by machines, namely airplanes. This 
mirrors the fact that Japanese civilians had little to no contact with “the 
enemy” and further disconnects American soldiers from their “victims”. 
Russian troops, appearing in three out of the eleven titles, however are 
being mostly drawn in the flesh, giving different meanings to the suffering 
instilled by the respective “aggressor”. In case of the American forces, this 
circumstance could be seen to either work to support the post-war narrative 
of America, not the American or Allied troops, to have been “liberating” 
Japan, or just as well to work to overdraw the image of GIs as non-human 
and accordingly in-humane, thus again stressing the victimization of 
Japanese civilians. In the case of the Russian troops it is clear that they are 
aggressors. They attack Japan (or its territory) in person, commit atrocities 
and enslave Japanese civilians. Yet, this latter perspective on Japanese 
victimhood seems rather legitimate, as the Russian involvement in the 
Asia Pacific war did not begin until Japan was on the brink of surrender 
and for example the deportation of Japanese civilians through the red army 
occurred after the end of hostilities and mostly from territories that so far 
had not been disputed between the two countries. 

 Especially this last angle on the when-and-where's remains 
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interesting, when further examining the movies' depictions of how the 
Japanese populace experienced the beginning and the end of the war. 
As already mentioned, the time scope of most of the films under review 
is set too narrow to cover the beginning of even the Asia Pacific war, let 
alone the hostilities between Japan and China. As such, depictions of the 
beginning of the war can be found in only five of the titles. And the start 
of the war is being presented in the same way as the Japanese surrender – 
as a radio announcement. In fact, the announcement, including images of 
men and women breaking down in tears upon the news of the unconditional 
surrender, of Japan's surrender is covered in seven of the eleven titles and 
seems to hold a strong position in Japanese war memory. This position 
though might not be fully justifiable, as Takumi Satō (2003) brings forth the 
argument, that this particular radio announcement, a speech by the Shōwa 
emperor, might not have been understood by many of the listeners at the 
time and needed extensive comments and explanations by radio moderators. 
What makes this yet a bit more intriguing is the circumstance that two 
of the four films that do not include the announcement of the surrender 
also do not span their narrative to the end of the war. Or in other words, 
only two out of eleven titles deliberately excluded the radio announcement 
of the surrender, a symbol of defeat and possibly victimhood, from their 
narratives.

 As the above examples show, the body of War Anime itself 
offers plenty of research material. Yet, the timing of productions and the 
flux of narrative contents over the years alike are providing additional food 
for thoughts, as for example 2005 is the only “big” anniversary of the end of 
the war that has seen the release of a War Anime. What further stands out 
are factors such as the production pace or the circumstance that recent titles 
have stronger progressive tendencies as well as they might be departing 
from classical funding models. It is also highly intriguing to further consider 
Okuda's “back then, back there” and “right here, right now”, as those key 
terms are expressions of the disparity between history and memory and 
therefore lead to questions about whether War Anime, declared to promote 
peace, should be re-staging and re-producing war time events, or if they 
should interpret them and educate the audience.

 Further review will, at least in the case of bigger franchises, 
also have to consider adaptations of original text other than Anime to 
correctly identify the intentions of the animated adaptations, as the 
example of Barefoot Gen has already proven. In doing so, an extensive 
discourse analysis will function as a mirror of social development and will 
adjust the ideological positioning of the respective War Anime within the 
Japanese society.
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The Japanese concept of the “famous places” (hereinafter referred 
to as 「名所」 ) is a unique concept of Japanese culture formed in the literary 
sources of the  Heian period (794–1185), and until the Edo period it used 
to have a strong cultural connection to waka poetry and its close relation 
to Japanese nature. The “fame” of the “famous places” was due to specific 
poetic or literary references. But during the early modern period, when 
travelling became possible for more people than before, and different kinds 
of guidebook-like literature appeared, this word started to lose its original 
meaning, gradually moving toward the modern understanding of the 
“famous places” as “sightseeing spots” or “places of mass interest”  ( 「観光名所」 ).

To show the expanding and enrichment of this word's meaning 
for the people of the Edo period, I will make a comparative study of the 
contents of the Edo guidebook-like sources and the guidebooks of a city in 
another country without the concept of 「名所」. For the comparison, I am 
taking Moscow, my birthplace. Both Edo and Moscow for the most part of 
the studied period were “main-but-not-the-capital cities”, with Kyoto (from 
794) and Saint Petersburg (from 1712) respectively being the capital cities 
and their cultural “rivals”.

The cultural traditions in Japan and Russia are very different, and 
it looks reasonable for me to start the research with finding some “common 
ground” to see the similarities and differences concerning the tradition 
of “famous places” more clearly. The point in common is, actually, the 
modern meaning of the word “sightseeing spot” ( 「観光名所」 ) and the word 
“guidebook”. Today there is a close connection between these two words, 
and they have similar connotations worldwide: a “guidebook” as a type of 
publication is now well established and basically contains the data about 
“sightseeing spots”.

As these two terms in modern Japan and modern Russia have 
almost the same meaning, it is interesting to see their meaning through 
English translation, as the dictionary meanings can also show similarities 
and differences.

“Guidebook” in Russian (путеводитель/putevoditel) has the 
meaning “a book to guide the way”, which is very close to the English 
meaning.

Ph.D. Candidate, Hosei University
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“Sightseeing spot” in Russian (достопримечательность/
dostoprimechatelnost) has the meaning “an object worth noticing” or “a 
place worth remembering”, which also shows the common points in Russian 
and European tradition.

“Guidebook” in Japanese is translated as 「観光案内書」, 「手引き」 
or 「ガイドブック」 (which is an English word written in katakana). However, 
both 「手引き」 and 「ガイドブック」 in modern Japanese are used basically in 
the meaning of 「マニュアル」 – “how-to books” or “instruction books”. And 
the first word has come into use since the Meiji period. From this we can 
assume, that there was no general word for “guidebook” in Japanese during 
the Edo period.

“Sightseeing spot” in Japanese has the meaning 「観光地」 or 「観光
名所」, but the word 「観光」 as “tourism” did not exist before the Meiji period, 
and as for 「名所」, it originally came from a different field (waka poetry in 
literature) and has no literal translation neither in English nor in Russian. It 
shows that there was also no general word for “sightseeing spot” in Japanese 
during the Edo period.

But in modern Japanese the term “sightseeing spot” or “tourist 
spot” can be easily translated as 「観光名所」, and this fact makes the question 
of how this word has changed the meaning in the course of history quite 
interesting.

Also similar meaning of the word in the present makes it 
interesting to use a retrospective method, retracing the origins of the 
meaning of the same word in the past. If we look back and compare the 
origin of guidebooks in Japan and Russia, we can see how different they used 
to be and what long way they have gone to become similar. As for Russia, its 
tradition of creating a city guidebook was initially under a strong European 
influence, as it has its origins in the period of the reign of Catherine the 
Great (1762–1796), who was a German by birth, when the influence of 
foreigners (especially the Germans) in the scientific world of Russia was also 
big.

In Europe the first “guidebooks” (as a type of book) appeared 
in the ancient times, starting from ancient Romans who had “itineraria” 
(“a road guide”) – a reference book showing the names of locations of the 
specified route and the distance between them. “Itineraria” is the oldest 
historical source concerning roads and routes and can be called the oldest 
prototype of a “guidebook”.

In the Middle Ages (5–15 centuries) reference literature on 
pilgrimage appeared (descriptions of pilgrimages and route explanations 
for pilgrims, which included a list of cities, road stations and lodgings 
along the route and indicated the distance between them. In ancient Russia 
pilgrimages started after the adoption of Christianity (988). The most 
desirable pilgrimage site was Constantinople. 

Prior to the establishment of a “guidebook” as a separate genre 
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(in the 19-th century), there was an intermediate period when new types 
of reference books and articles appeared in the frame of the local history 
or area study. In case of Russia their appearance was primarily due to the 
internal administrative reforms by the government of Catherine the Great. 
Following these reforms, central and local authorities needed a variety of 
information about cities, villages, provinces, etc. Thus the publication of a 
variety of historical and topographical descriptions begins. The first book of 
this type – “The historic, geographic and topographic description of Saint 
Petersburg in 1703–1751” – was published in 1779 (because it was a capital 
city). In the first half of the 18-th century there was a boom in the interest 
towards local history, development of cities and their cultural monuments, 
and in 1759 the first scientific work describing Moscow was published by a 
literary scholar Aleksandr Sumarokov, who actually lived in Saint Petersburg 
(“The origin and creation of Moscow”).

Later many new scientific genres appeared in the area of local 
history (works on the historical and cultural monuments, historical 
and statistical descriptions, economic and geographical descriptions, 
descriptions of post roads etc). Gradually the authors started to mix different 
types of data in one book, creating literary works of local history topics with 
a large amount of different types of information. These new descriptions 
of cities and areas with mixed information were called “guidebooks”. The 
first example of a city guidebook of this type is “The guidebook of Moscow 
antiquities and memorable places…” published in 1792.

The starting point of the modern-day guidebooks in Europe and 
Russia was the 19-th century, when a large amount of literature for travelers 
appeared, with detailed explanations of specific cities or countries. It was 
the result of the spread of travel culture. In Europe the series of a German 
publisher Karl Baedeker (1801–1859) was so famous that “the Baedeker” 
became a common name for the guidebooks of this publishing house. It 
included information about a certain country in Europe and its capital 
and other cities. Baedekers also served as an example for first “modern 
guidebooks” that were published in Russia from the middle of the 19-th 
century.

Japan also had a prototype of guidebooks. Japanese poetry 
originally had a strong connection with natural features (風土). The meaning 
of this word is composed by the meanings of the two kanji: 「風」 refers to 
the weather, climate, seasons etc., 「土」 refers to terrain, geology, landscape 
etc. In the course of a long period the word 「風土」 has changed its meaning 
from “the natural environment which surrounds people” to “the social 
environment and the local customs and culture” (高橋 1992, p.1). It is in this 
broader meaning that it is used in “Fudoki” (『風土記』), topographic books 
compiled by the government in various provinces from the 8-th century. 
Mainly it was a source of topographical and geographical information for 
governmental needs (description of minerals, plants, animals, birds, fish and 
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insects found in various places). But along with the natural conditions, it 
often contained old legends concerning history of some places, stories about 
the origins of names of rivers, mountains and plains, and so on. For this 
reason, 『風土記』 may be translated as “records of the culture and geography 
of a province” and may be called one of the first prototypes of guidebooks. 
Other prototypes of Japanese guidebooks include records of topographical 
information (地誌) and literary works close to road guides that offered basic 
information about the route (案内書), the latter were especially popular 
among the medieval pilgrims. Both types were also common to European 
tradition.

However when it comes to the Edo period literary sources, related 
to the description of an area or a city, we can see an absolute mix of genres. 
If the name of the source contains the word 「名所」, it is very natural for a 
foreign researcher to decide that the source is a type of a guidebook. But 
when we check its description in several Japanese dictionaries, the name of 
the genre of the very same source may be absolutely different: 「地誌」、 「案
内書」、 「仮名草子」、 「町案内」 etc. For example, one of the first descriptions of 
Edo and its “famous places” –  『江戸名所記』 (1662, the author Asai Ryōi, who  
actually lived in Kyoto) – is called “road guide” (案内書) in 日本史文献解題辞典 
(吉川弘文館、 2000), “kanazōshi” (early Edo-period story book written entirely 
in kana or in a mixture of kana and kanji) in 日本史広辞典 (山川出版社、 1997), 
“topographical records” (地誌) in 日本古典文学大辞典 (明治書院、 1998). Thus, 
it is a big difficulty for a foreign researcher to systematize the types of the 
sources and to understand their literary functions and the scientific tasks 
(and if there were any).

It is interesting that the origins of the first prototypes of 
guidebooks in Japan and Russia are quite similar. The creation of guidebooks 
in Russia was entirely in accordance with the European tradition, and we 
can say that by comparing of the culture of “guidebooks” and “sightseeing 
spots” in Edo and Moscow, we actually can compare Japanese and European 
traditions.

As for this special term 「名所」 , the word itself appeared in 
the frame of utamakura tradition in ancient poetry, which had strong 
connection with nature. Japanese climate and geographical conditions has 
formed beautiful landscapes all over the country, and they contributed to 
the development of a special Japanese view of nature. Being completely 
dependent on the forces of nature, the ancient Japanese, nevertheless, lived 
in rhythm with the annual cycle, admiring the beauty of each season and 
enjoying the views of their homeland landscapes. Since the Nara period 
waka poetry (poetry composed in Japanese) became one of the main genres 
of Japanese literature. One of the elements which played an important role 
in the waka expression techniques was utamakura. It is thought of as a 
geographical name (toponym) that has been mentioned in many poems or “a 
famous place” famed in classical Japanese poetry. In other words, utamakura 
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was the origin of the 「名所」 tradition in Japan. Poets used certain place-
names to add poetic associations, romantic allusions, and to show good 
knowledge of classical Japanese poetry. From waka poetry 「名所」 moved 
to a number of different literature genres and art forms (references in “Ise 
Monogatari”, “Genji Monogatari” etc.; appearances in Noh, kabuki, jōruri 
theatre, ukiyo-e etc.).

Thus, we can say that by the Edo period rich tradition of 「名
所」 connotations has been accumulated, but the majority of places, which 
became “famous” in the poetry during the previous period, had no relation 
to the city of Edo, which became the largest political center only since the 
17th century. But already by the mid-Edo period the word combination 『江
戸の名所』 became common and established, and the general meaning of the 
word 「名所」 greatly expanded. 

Japanese researchers of the Edo period use the notion of 「名所」 
across a number of disciplines but often overlook its originality and omit 
additional explanations. In a number of research one can see no distinction 
between 「名所」 of waka poetry (we can also call them “traditional famous 
places”) and 「名所」 as “sightseeing spots” (“next-generation famous places”). 
At the same time, for foreign researchers it may be quite difficult to see 
the difference between 和歌の「名所」 (“famous places” in the waka tradition) 
and the later period 「名所」 which has much broader meaning and often has 
nothing to do with classical Japanese literature. 

The concept of the word 「名所」 during the Edo period has altered 
drastically, and I would like to trace the cultural change of this term in 
relation to the urban space of Edo city. Through the comparison of the 
Moscow city descriptions for tourist purposes with all the kind of the Edo 
city descriptions, I hope to find the place of the term 「名所」 and its meaning 
transition in the wide cultural tradition of “guidebooks” and “sightseeing 
spots” which has much in common in Japan and Russia (Europe).

Work cited: 

• 高橋良雄 1992 『歌枕の研究』東京：武蔵野書院

Literature on the subject: 

• 鈴木章生 2001 『江戸の名所と都市文化』東京：吉川弘文館

• 北川宗忠 2002 『観光・旅の文化』京都：ミネルヴァ書房

• Ilizarov Semen 1997 “Moscow in the Descriptions of the 18-th 
century” Moscow: Yanus-K (in Russian)

• Antonova Zoya 2006 “Guidebook as a type of publication and 
its development” Moscow: MGOU (in Russian)
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Introduction

This study tries to present an interpretation of Okinawa Taiwa, 
a dialogue-style Japanese textbook. Okinawa Taiwa (1880) is the textbook 
which was used teaching standard language for Okinawan people in Meiji 
Era. The school-education under the Ryukyu kingdom period, men who 
belonged to the aristocracy could be received an education. People in 
general were uneducated at all and not in the least civilized situation. Meiji 
government and its branch in Okinawa launched a project of an educational 
reform and enlightenment of the people in general to lead them into new 
Japanese nation. Modernization of Okinawa was impossible without getting 
rid of such a mutual understanding situation. Okinawa people had to learn 
to speak, listen, and write standard Japanese. In this learning, Okinawa 
Taiwa was introduced into every Okinawa schools. It was a dialogue-style 
Japanese textbook edited especially for Okinawa pupils. Okinawa Taiwa 
was necessary for Okinawan people to realize modernization of Okinawa. 
Okinawa Taiwa shows that Okinawan modernization is involved with its 
cultural integration. This was originally used for Okinawan government 
employees during the Meiji Era, then for the students in the college of 
education. Okinawa Taiwa was also unique in its projection of modern 
Okinawa in the future: a well-regulated modern style of everyday life; an 
image of the island as an organic part of Japanese national economy; notions 
of modern finance and accounting necessary for trade and commerce, and 
Okinawa as a space not only open to visitors but also subordinate to political 
domain as Imperial Japan. This study concludes that this Okinawa Taiwa 
was a political pamphlet in order to modernize, nationalize and enlighten 
the Okinawan people.

Four years after the 1868 Meiji Restoration, the Japanese 
government, through military incursions, officially annexed the kingdom 
and renamed it Ryukyu han (clan). At the time, the Qing Empire asserted 
a nominal suzerainty over the islands of the Ryukyu Kingdom, since she 
was also a member state of the Chinese tributary system. Ryukyu han 
became Okinawa Prefecture of Japan in 1879, even though all other hans 
had become prefectures of Japan in 1872. In 1912, Okinawans first obtained 
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the right to vote for representatives to the national Diet which had been 
established in 1890. Education was the most important policy to be Japanese 
subjects in Okinawa and to unify language, manners and customs through 
Japan. 

The beginning of the modern education in Okinawa

Kaiwa denshujyo (会話伝習所) was built as the fi rst modern school 
in Okinawa in 1880. Kaiwa means conversation and densyujyo means 
training school to master communication in standard Japanese. The aim 
of the school was a training school for interpreters. It became Okinawa 
Normal school in June (Just 4 months). Okinawa Taiwa was a textbook to 
teach standard Japanese in those time (refer to Picture 1). The book consists 
of two volumes. The author has not been specifi ed yet. It was compiled by 
Okinawa ken gakumuka (= 沖縄県学務課: Okinawa prefectural government). 
Okinawa Taiwa was the most important textbook.

Picture 1: Okinawa Taiwa (1880)
(Source: National Diet Library Digital Collections, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/868664)

Previous studies indicate to confirm a format of the book: 
standard Japanese (普通語) is the main text and Okinawa-guchi (沖縄口) is 
written with small letter. The writing style is honorifi c-language. How does 
it teach standard Japanese for Okinawan people? Japanese teachers recited 
standard Japanese to Okinawa people. The students learned Japanese by 
heart. So previous studies suggest that documents' format and teaching 
form refl ect subordinate-superior relationships (Okinawa-mainland)

What was written in Okinawa Taiwa? Table 1 shows contents 
in Okinawa Taiwa. This study focuses on 3 points: time, commerce and 
economy, and space. These were necessary in order to modernize the 
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Okinawa people. It means that Okinawa was not only just a local but also 
subordinate to political domain as Imperial Japan.

The table of contents

Vol. 1  上巻

Chap 1:  Four seasons (四季之部)
Chap 2:  School (学校之部)
Chap 3:  Agriculture (農之部)
Chap 4:  Commerce (商之部)

Vol. 2  下巻

Chap 5:  Amusement (遊興之部)
Chap 6:  Trip (旅行之部)
Chap 7:  Daily conversation (雑話之部)
Chap 8:  Noun (名詞之部)

Table 1: A table of contents in Okinawa Taiwa

Time and clock

Because people become a human being who keeps time, 
conception of time was an important elements of modernization of Japan. 
For instance, in the following contents, chapter 2 section 1, there is a daily a 
conversation between two students.

Chap 2: School, section 1

A: What time is it by your watch?
B: It shows 8 o'clock.
A: It is time we are going to school.
B: No, not yet. We are hardly well enough to go to school.
A: How much distance is there between here and there?
B: About 8–9 丁 (872–981 m).
A: How long time does it take to get there?
B: About 15 minutes.
A: What time does your class start?
B: It starts 9 o'clock.
A: It is already 9 o'clock.
B: Well, it is almost 9. Will you excuse me? I prepare for school 1.

1 『沖縄対話』上巻、12–13 丁
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They talk what time school begins and think how long it takes them to get 
to their school by foot.

Industry and economic activities

Notions of modern finance and accounting necessary for trade 
and commerce are drawn in the book. It is also elementary knowledge of 
agriculture – specifically how to furrow field, to increase crop harvests, and 
to enrich the soil effectively with manure.

Chap3: Agriculture Section 1 – about the amount of farm 
products sugar. “It is sugar that is the special products in Okinawa some 
days.” Another special product, Indigo, is also written. “Indigo is the 
quality of being tasteful and it is another specialty in Okinawa.” It means to 
perceive special products and local industry and to understand the system 
of production, distribution, and consumption in Japan.

Expansion of geographic and space

That made the students recognize Okinawa not only as a region 
but as a space belonging to “Empire Japan”. Many sights in Japan and 
Okinawa were described in the book. For example, Kobe, Kyoto, Osaka, and 
Tokyo. These are the representative places of Japan in those days. Moreover, 
Transportation device were described-omnibus, train, steamer. It brought 
modern transportation closer to Okinawan people.

Chap 6: Trip, section 1

A: When will you leave for Tokyo?
B: The date of departure is not yet setting. I leave in 5, 6 days.
A: Will you get on board a ship?
B: Yes, I will board the steamer, Sekiryu-maru (赤龍丸).
A: When will the steamer enter port at Naha?
B: It will arrive in port in a few days 2.

Conclusion

In summary, Okinawa Taiwa was a unique textbook in its 
projection of modern Okinawa in the future. This study examined three 
points: a modernization of everyday life, an image of the island as an 

2 『沖縄対話』下巻、11–14 丁
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organic part of Japanese national economy, and notions of modern finance 
and accounting necessary for trade and commerce. Therefore, Okinawa 
Taiwa contributed to modernization of Okinawa and what is more, Okinawa 
Taiwa was a political pamphlet in order to modernize, nationalize, and 
enlighten Okinawan people.

Reference

• Okinawa Taiwa, Okinawa ken gakumuka, 1880 (National Diet 
Library Digital Collections, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/
pid/868664)

• Kenichi Fujisawa (2000) A Perspective of Okinawa's Modern 
Educational Histor y  (=Kindai Okinawa Kyouiku-shi no 
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There is a group named “BETERU” (located in Urakawa, Hokkaido), 

which attracts worldwide attention with its novel support methods and 

ideas in the field of mental health welfare. “BETERU” is organized by social 

welfare corporations, Non Profit Organizations, corporations for people with 

disabilities and group homes. 

It was selected as the best practice in the field of mental health 

welfare by the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare. More than 3,500 

researchers and observers visit BETERU to learn about the program every 

year.

In this paper I would like to clarify BETERU's main policies and 

the keys to its success.

BETERU was started by a social worker, Ikuyoshi Mukaiyachi, 

who is a revolutionary reformer in the field of mental health welfare. At the 

age of twenty-two, after graduating from university, he began to work at 

Japan Red Cross Hospital as a Psychiatric Social Worker. 

As he worked there, he criticized medical and social work 

practices because he believed that social workers should have the ability to 

build relationships with mental patients anytime and anywhere. 

In 1979, taking a new approach as a social worker he began to live 

with patients who had left the hospital.  Needless to say it was regarded as 

ridiculous and inappropriate. This innovative method was seen as peculiar 

and it damaged relations with other staff members. For other staff members, 

living together with patients was unacceptable, so Mukaiyachi was regarded 

as a danger to other workers. Finally, he was prohibited from working at the 

hospital as a social worker for five years.

He lost almost all human relations and fell into a deep despair. 

Five years later, Dr. Kawamura came to the hospital as a psychiatrist, 

and he understood Mukaiyachi's method of treatment. Mukaiyachi returned 

to his position there, and hospital practices have been changed since then.

Dr. Kawamura known as Dr. BETERU, had believed he could 
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help alcoholics but had to rethink his approach when he saw his treatment 

failing. On one occasion, he noticed that he shouldn't intervene too much 

and should instead believe in the power of the patients.

After that he started to emphasize the power of patients and peer 

supporters over his own efforts. Now, he says to himself, “I am a doctor who 

can't cure mental illness.” Dr. Kawamura refuses to prescribe psychoactive 

drugs to patients. Instead, he tells his patients that they should go to see 

members of BETERU who have the same symptoms and consult with them. 

It doesn't mean he is lazy but that he knows people are cured or get better 

through mutual activities. 

This is a chronological table.

1979  BETERU started
1983  Bagging seaweed was started as a job
1989  Small cooperative workshop “Urakawa BETERU” (Bagging  
  seaweed) was established
1993  Welfare shop BETERU (subcontracted by Japan Red Cross  
  Hospital) was established
2002  Social welfare corporation Urakawa BETERU was established

After BETERU became a social welfare corporation in 2002, its 

yearly income surpassed 100 million yen through sales of DVDs which 

focused on unique programs, books about BETERU, merchandise, and other 

items.

The following are BETERU's main policies.

1) Mutually-supportive relationships

Those at BETERU have partnerships which transcend ordinary 

doctor-patient relationships. It is common for BETERU members (patients, 

people with disabilities) to give advice and counsel medical staff. Staff 

members also have some problems like being unable to talk with a certain 

patient, or being afraid that he may be avoided by colleagues. BETERU 

members often give advice and counsel medical staff. Their relationships 

are those of friends rather than of specialist and amateur. They even have 

parties at doctor's home as friends. 
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2) Solidarity with suffering people

BETERU doesn't let members suffer by themselves but instead 

allows them to share their pain, sadness, and loneliness. There are four key 

elements to this approach.

(1) Weakness has the power to connect people 

One of the mottos at BETERU is “Weakness has the power to 

connect people.”

Mukaiyachi often says “You don't need to make efforts to overcome 

weakness. Weakness has its own value. Weakness has the great power to 

change the world.”

Consider the following examples.

At a seaweed packing factory, there is a member of BETERU 

who can concentrate on work for only three minutes at a time. He goes 

somewhere every three minutes even when he should stay and work. 

Generally speaking, such a person can be fired or transferred to 

a different department. However, at BETERU, they interpret this situation 

differently. The member who runs away gives another member a chance to 

work. This is an example of a situation in which weakness ties one person to 

another. 

Staff members also show their weakness to each other. In April 

when a new fiscal year begins, staff members also present their own 

weaknesses in front of colleagues (for example “I am not good at explaining 

things to patients.”) By showing their weaknesses, colleagues can support 

each other and not get so offended because they already know each other's 

weaknesses.

(2) More than one-hundred meetings per month

To share their pain, sadness, and loneliness, BETERU members 

have more than one hundred meetings per month. Anyone can participate 

in the meetings. They talk about their problems and feelings. The purpose 

of these meetings is not to solve the problems but to talk about themselves 

in order to share experiences and feelings. By talking and listening, they 

are able to understand problems objectively. The meetings are not a place to 

solve problems but to encourage each other and feel solidarity.
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(3) Studying one's own problems with other members

BETERU has a program to study one's own problems with other 

members. 

This program began with naming their mental illnesses by 

themselves. Generally, it is a doctor who diagnoses a condition. However in 

BETERU, members give their own names to their symptoms. For example, 

one member has Schizophrenia according to the doctor's diagnosis. But she 

names her symptoms “love-dependent model schizophrenia.” By naming 

their symptoms themselves, they can face their illnesses.

Then, they identify what makes them uneasy and what makes 

their symptoms worse. These studies are held with other members who have 

the same problems. 

The purpose of this study is not only to get rid of symptoms but 

also to clarify what the symptoms demand. 

Through this study, one of the members found a vicious cycle. He 

was troubled because he often lost control of himself. He sometimes shouted 

and broke things. He studied when and what made him violent. Finally he 

found what triggered his anger.

When he felt lonely, he was reminded of unpleasant experiences. 

Then he couldn't help breaking windows and furniture to forget unpleasant 

memories. After that, his family and medical staff took care of him and he 

calmed down, but when he felt lonely later, the same things happened again. 

Through self study, he found this vicious cycle and noticed what 

he really needed. What he really needed was not medical care but friends 

who understand and accept him. The same pattern can be seen in many 

other cases. 

(4) Cooperation with depopulated area

Depopulation is a serious problem. Urakawa, where BETERU is 

located, is a depopulated area where local industry is sluggish. The aging 

rate is 25%. It is 2.3% higher than the average of Japan.

Another motto of BETERU is “The Prosperity of BETERU is the 

Prosperity of Urakawa.”

Therefore, BETERU's first project was bagging seaweed, a special 

product of Urakawa, which BETERU sold all over Japan. In Urakawa there 

are lots of senior citizens who have no one around who take care of them, 

so, BETERU began to share information about nursing care equipment and 

to deliver equipment where it is needed. BETERU cooperates with Urakawa 
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people who have difficulty in living. 

Thus, BETERU emphasizes the importance of solidarity with 

suffering people.

3) To work is to live. 

Generally speaking, supporters don't let people with mental 

disorders work because they worry that symptoms might worse due to 

stress. However, starting forty years ago, Mukaiyachi focused on the role of 

work. 

His argument was that in order to recover people must have 

hardships. He says that by working, people may encounter stress or 

interpersonal conflicts caused by misunderstanding or disagreement, but it 

is a natural way of living. In BETERU, most patients are willing to work not 

only to earn money but also to have relationships with others and become 

empowered. Members work at BETERU shops, factories, and delivery 

services.

4) Interactions with the general public.  

BETERU has never tried to eliminate misunderstanding or the 

prejudice that people with mental disorders are dangerous. This is because 

there may be scary people among the mental disorders. 

Instead of getting rid of misunderstanding and prejudice, 

BETERU tries to talk about disability openly.

In 1991, BETERU held an open meeting with local residents titled 

“Discrimination and prejudice are warmly welcomed!! We'll never denounce 

you.” At the meeting, people with mental disorders talked about their 

experiences and auditory hallucinations. After the meeting an audience 

member said, “We realized that those with mental illness are human beings 

who have their own joys and worries like us”. Now, local residents come 

to ask BETERU for counseling and BETERU members participate in local 

events. There are lots of places where general public interacts with people 

with disabilities.

By interacting, BETERU members are encouraged and gain 

confidence in who they are. 
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5) Humor is the best medicine

(1) Humor in daily life.

Humor is regarded as medicine and is one of the most important 

points at BETERU. For example, when an overweight member whose 

auditory hallucination became active rushed to staff for help and said, “I ran 

and ran.  Please help me!” Then the staff member said, “Oh, good. It is good 

to run for your diet!” It seems unreasonable to say such a thing to a person 

who is suffering. However, after looking back at this situation, she said that 

she was grateful for that comment and had felt relieved. Another time there 

was a member who said to Dr. Kawamura, “I want to die, I want to die….” 

Then he gave a ‘fat (fat (脂肪) = sibou = (死亡) death) medical certificate” to 

him. Humor at BETERU often eases a painful situation.

(2) M ( 妄想 = delusion) & G ( 幻聴 = auditory hallucination) large 

meeting

The M (delusion) & G (auditory hallucination) large meeting 

is held every year. Prizes and gifts are awarded for the most fascinating 

presentation.

 Generally speaking, delusion and auditory hallucination are kept 

hidden and are not usually discussed with others. But in BETERU, everybody 

talks about delusions and auditory hallucinations. In addition there is a 

big meeting for delusion and auditory hallucination. By presenting them, 

participants can win a prize.

(3) Products with novel names

There are many products which BETERU sells at the BETERU 

shop. The goods have unique names like “auditory hallucination candy” 

and “scatterbrained seaweed.” With totally unexpected ideas, BETERU has 

expanded its business.

BETERU has the potential to eliminate prejudice about mental 

illness in the world with fresh and original methods.

I am very glad and proud that BETERU in Japan has introduced 

paradigm-shifting ideas in the Mental Health Welfare field and I hope more 

people all over the world learn about BETERU.
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In the mid-70s, 90% of the Japanese believed that they belonged 
to the middle class (中間層), yet with a nuance specifying “upper middle” (中
の上), “middle-middle” (中の中) and “lower middle” (中の下).

In her 1967 bestseller 『タテ社会の人間関係』 (Japanese Society), 
which sold one million copies, the anthropologist Nakane Chie (中根千枝) 
proclaimed that the “vertical society” (タテ社会) did not operate against 
an egalitarian society. Her theory was fueled by the concept of 「能力平等
観」 which promised that whoever made the required efforts was likely to 
succeed. Although the crammer schools (塾) and the preferred universities 
(指定校), operating de facto during the hiring process of students, deny the 
“equal opportunities for all”, one cannot but acknowledge that belief in this 
acted as a stimulus to climb the ladder.

Since 2005 or 2006, the catchword has switched to 「格差」 referring 
to the “widening gap society”. According to the Japan Times (Jan 29/2012), 
this catchword was a clear sign of Japanese people having finally recognized 
that the notion of theirs being a hope-filled nation of upward mobile middle class 
people was a myth.

The economist Tachibanaki Toshiaki (橘木俊詔) is one of the 
first to have raised consciousness about the deepening income inequality, 
pointing out that Japanese society has become as unequal as American 
society 1. “Japan suffers today from a high inequality in income distribution 
and a lack of equal opportunity. Simply put, Japan is a class society (格差社会)”, 
stated Tachibanaki 2.

In another best-selling book 『下流社会』 [Gap Widening Society] 3, 

1 See, 『日本経済格差 所得と資産から考える』 ( 岩波新書 , 1998), Confronting Income Inequality 

in Japan: A Comparative Analysis of Causes, Consequences, and Reforms (The MIT Press, 2009).

2 『女女格差』 (The New Paradox for Japanese Women: Greater Choice, Greater Inequality), I House 

Press, 2010, p.XV.

3 The difficulty in correctly translating the title of his book is reflected by the number of translations 
identified in the press, such as: Downwardly Mobile Society/Generation, Downward Social 
Mobility, The Growing Underclass [of young underachievers], The Widening Disparities, The 
Low-Income Society: Japan's New Generation of Underachievers, Low-class Society, The Lower 
Society, Low-Income Bracket, Underclass, The New Underclass, The Growing Underclass, Down 
Stream Society, Lower Class Society, The Emerging Class of the New Poor, Expectation-Gap 
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Miura Atsushi (三浦展) had also warned in 2005 about what he labeled a 
“Downwardly Mobile Society”. Ten years later he witnesses the fixation of 
the disparity [『格差固定』4 between rich and poor.

Another major change has been the collapse of lifetime 
employment (終身雇用) and of the seniority system (年功序列制) replaced 
by the performance-based salary. Meanwhile, the labor market has been 
divided into full-time (regular) permanent employees 「正社員」 and non-
permanent/temporary workers 「非正社員」5 generating winners and losers, the 
latter representing 40% of the labor force. In 『希望格差社会』 , the sociologist 
Yamada Masahiro underlines the widening inequalities dealing with hope, 
resulting from the observed bipolarization 「二極化」 .

About the gap widening issues, Tachibanaki studied the 
household income inequality resulting from the income balance of a two 
income household. In 『夫婦格差社会』 (2013), he observed the gap between 
powerful couples and weak couples or low income couples, the direct 
consequence of the homogamy tendency to marry someone within the same 
socioeconomic stratum. This is therefore another factor which contributes 
to a gap society.

Prior to this observation there is what he labels 『女女格差』 which 
refers to the increasing social inequality among women resulting from the 
EEOL [Equal Employment Opportunity Law] (1985), which has classified 
women into career track (総合職) and clerical position (一般職), a more 
dignified label than the former office ladies.

Although the main function of the EEOL was to ban discrimination 
against women, Tachibanaki remarks that the actual observance of the law 
has been lax 6. All in all, discrimination is still observed in the hiring and 
promotion process, mostly for top executives. This explains why the real 
“winners” are not necessarily those on the career track, and could be those 
who managed to tie the knot with a wealthy breadwinner, enabling them 
to enjoy the presently desirable status of full-time housewife, synonymous 
with financial security 7. 

Male freeters or temporary workers have integrated that their 
marital status is considered irrelevant without financial stability. 45% 
answered a Cabinet survey saying that they didn't mind (かまわない) staying 

Society, Gap-Widening Society, Downstream Society, etc.

4 下流社会 10 年後調査から見える実態、光文社 2015.

5 This rather vague category covers part-timers, freeters and all the employees that are not fitting 
into “permanent workers”.

6 I remember having forecast this outcome in 1986 when asked to write about the effect of the 
EEOL by Le Monde (Femmes en retrait, Le Monde, 4/11/1986. See also, La loi sur l'emploi: L'avenir 
à armes égales, France Japon Eco, #35, juillet 1988).

7 This refers to two best sellers: Sakai Junko's ( 酒井順子 ) 『負け犬の遠吠え』講談社、2003 and 

Ogura Chikako's ( 小倉千賀子 ) 『結婚の条件』朝日出版社、2003.
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single for life 8. Bluntly stated, freeters are not eligible candidates, as Yuko, 
25 years old, (herself a freeter) stated: “I would never date or marry a freeter. 
Their wage is low; there is no bonus, no sick pay and no holiday pay. I would 
never feel stable (antei); it is too insecure (fuan)”9. Referring to Honda 10, 
Cook had a chance to confirm that female freeters are the women who most 
strongly critique and reject male freeters as a marriage partner.

The gap between permanent full-time employees and part-time 
employees has drastic consequences, one being the drop in marriage rate 
and the rise of celibacy, not to mention a childless society 11 where fertility 
is below replacement level [TFR: 1.45 in 2015]. The fact that women expect 
a yearly income exceeding 4 million yen makes the prospect of tying the 
knot out of the question for the precariously employed, not to mention the 
permanent employees, as 75% of them have a yearly income below the four 
million bracket, as Yamada Masahiro pointed out.

「恋愛格差」「結婚格差」  
[Source: Meiji Yasuda Institute of Life and Wellness] 12

minimum yearly income expected
gap between expectations and reality (2016)

• Single women in their 20s : over 4 million yen: 57.1%

• Single women in their 30s : over 4 million yen: 67.9%

single men earning more than 4 million/year

• In their 20s : 15.2% [- 41.9%]

• In their 30s : 37% [- 30.9%]

• 38% of men and 45% of women aged 20s～40s said that they 
have evaluated marriage as a cost performance 「コスパ」

8 生涯独身でも構わないと思う, in Cabinet Office, 平成26 年度「結婚 . 家族形成に関する意識調査」
報告書　図表 20-2 結婚に関する考え方 .

9 In, E. Cooks, Reconstructing Adult Masculinities – Part-time work in contemporary Japan, 
Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies Series, 2016, p.151.

10 本田由紀 2002 「ジェンダーという観点から見たフリーター」小杉礼子編『自由の代償╱フリーター』
日本労働研究機構 : 149–174.

11 Title of a book I published in 1997 [Japan: the Childless Society? Routledge] (French edition in 
1993) in which I had also forecast that what had been referred to the “1.57 shock” in 1989 was 
likely to be the beginning of a constant drop in the TFR.

12 明治安田生活福祉研究所、20 ～ 40 代恋愛と結婚 —第 9 回結婚 . 出産に関する調査— 2016.
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Surveys 13 confirm the relation between income and marriageability. 
A Cabinet Office survey (2010) for example, shows that 44% of men enjoying 
a yearly income of 8 to 10 million yen are married, whereas this is the case 
in only 5.8% of men whose yearly income fluctuates between one and two 
million yen. The reverse is true among women, as 53.3% of the “no income” 
are married, when this is the case in 15.4% of women with a yearly income 
gravitating between 6 and 8 million yen.

The anti-poverty activist Fujita Takanori (藤田孝典) managing 
the NPO Hotplus and author of The Poor Generation 『貧困世代　社会の監
獄に閉じ込められた若者たち』14 has this to say: “Marrying and procreating has 
become a luxury that is out of the question for the Poor Generation. Exploited 
and overworked by black (arubaito) [jobs], students do not have time to study, 
meanwhile non-regular workers and those who have to refund scholarship loans 
cannot afford to leave their parents house”.

As Tachibanaki has shown, not only has 「格差」 made its way into 
society, but it is also to be found in the education system, in the academic 
background, among women and couples, not to mention sexual life, all 
of this having a great impact on the declining birth rate. Another major 
consequence is the rise of celibacy and/or of the cohort said to stay “not 
married for life” 「生涯未婚者」 . According to the National Institute of 
Population and Social Security Research in 2017, at present one man in four 
fits into this category, a figure set to rise to one in three in 2035.
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The impact of tourism industry in the economic growth of Albania

Introduction

Tourism is a steadily growing industry internationally. It is often 
regarded as one of the main engines powering the economic and social 
development of countries. At the same time, tourism is an important factor 
in the promotion of peace and collaboration between nations. 

Albania is a country that possesses an abundance of the attractions 
necessary for the development of a steady tourism economy, a must for 
the economic and social welfare of the country. Yet, Albania has done very 
little to promote these existing attractions, as unnecessary bureaucracy has 
impeded the development of steady tourism.

Through an historical analysis of the country's tourism industry 
and the impact it has had on economic growth, this paper aims to promote 
and develop tourism in Albania. The paper provides several examples of 
types of tourism that have the potential for development. SWOT analysis 
has been used throughout the paper.

Key words: Albania economy, tourism, attraction, promotion

Introduction

The decision to develop a new tourism sector as well as to expand 
the existing tourism economy in a community, region or country should 
be studied very carefully (Gunn, Clare A. 2001). Tourism development 
is considered as a priority in developed and underdeveloped countries 
and requires preparation consideration of the following; combinations of 
attractive natural, scientific, historical, archaeological, cultural and climate 
factors. Tourism can be considered as an industry that always is always 
developing and growing. This development in and growth is based on the 
continued a steady growth of increase in personal income and leisure time, 
a reduction of travel costs, and a change in client's preferences in terms of 
travel, entertainment, leisure, goods and services.

Albania is a country that possesses an abundance of the attractions 
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necessary for the development of a steady tourism economy. An analysis of 
the potential shows that Albania can use its resources more effectively than 
it is using them now.1

Methodology

For the realization of the paper we will try to prove the following 
hypotheses:

H1: When tourism development is considered as a primary 
factor of the economy, it leads to an increase in income as well 
as to the stable development of the country's economy.
H2: A wealth of tourism development increases the number of 
tourists as well as increase the satisfaction level.

The methodology used for verification of the hypotheses consists 
of the analysis of the data collected by INSTAT (Albanian Institute of 
Statistics) and the Ministry of Economy and Tourism.

Statistical information for tourist activity includes data on the 
number of hotels, and their capacity (rooms, beds) as well as bookings by 
foreign and Albanian visitors.

For foreign citizens it also obtains data about the purpose of their 
travel and their citizenship (H1).

We also used the tourist interview techniques to identify the 
types of tourism and evaluate tourists' satisfaction (H2).

Geographic position and historic facts of Albania

Albania is located in southeastern Europe in the west of the Balkan 
Peninsula. Area: 28,748 km2. Population: 2016 estimate 2,886,026. GDP per 
capita (2016): 4,210 US$. Capital city: Tirana. People: Albanian, Language: 
Albanian, Religion: Islam=57%, Roma catholic=10%, Orthodox=7%. 
Unreligious and others=25%. From a geo-physical viewpoint, Albania, 
which is 70% mountainous, can be divided into four main zones: The 
Albanian Alps, or Northern Mountains, the Central Highlands, the Southern 
Mountains, and the Western Lowlands.

Albania has a favorable geographical position because it is 
situated at the intersection of the shorter crossing from the western 
Mediterranean to the Balkans and Asia Minor and controls the passage 
through the Sea of Otranto channel.

1 Albanian National Strategy of Tourism Development 2002–2012, p. 5
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Analyze of tourism development in Albania

Our study of the development of tourism in Albania is divided in 
two phases: 

• Before the year 1991

• After the year 1991

On April 4th 1991 was decreed the law “For the development of 
private activities”. This infl uenced to the development of tourist activities 
in Albania.

Some characteristics of first phase before 1991.

At the end of the second World War 1944–45 in Albania existed 
only 16 hotels (INSTAT). During this period could not be talked about the 
tourism development. During this period was visited for nature, culture, 
traditions, art, folklore, and a few business visits. Albania at the moment 
was going by the communist-socialist system and existed strict rules, which 
had limited the development of tourism. A lot of visitors during this period 
were from the Eastern Europe, mainly from the socialist camp (no more 
than 20 persons).

In this period in Albania had mainly internal tourism. The 
exterior one was not valued as a means for pulling foreign money.

Tab.1 Number of tourists. Source : INSTAT

In period 1961–65 the Decrease of the number because the 
crash with Soviet Union. We have the increase of the number in 1966–1970 
because of the new relationship with China. And for the period 1986–1990 
we have again the increase of the number because of the growing interest 
for Albania as the last communist country in Europe.

The table below shows the incomes from tourism in this period.
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Tab.2 The incomes of Albania tourism for several years 
(in thousands of $). Source: INSTAT

Some characteristics of second phase after 1991.

From year 1990 we have another panorama of the tourism 
development. The characteristics of this period were: 

• It exists emptiness on the practical fi eld and on the conceptual 
one too.

• The synthesis of the experience that is being created from 
the knowledge and consults on with practice from tourist 
developed places.

• To equip the future tourism managers with base theory 
concepts and practical one too, about the problems of 
organization and managing.

Tab.3 Foreing tourist in Albania. Source: INSTAT

In 1990 there were 29,997 tourists whereas in 1980 their number 
was only 3,748. The reason for this was that Albania generated much 
interest in foreigners as an unknown place. It must be noted that in 1990 
Albania recorded its fi rst tourists from the USA and Canada. However, the 
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number did not exceed 400 tourists or 1.3% of the total. Currently, tourism 
activity represents one of the main sources of foreign currency income for 
the Albanian economy. This income increased from 67 million dollars in 
1994 to 522 million in 2003, which is about 17% greater than the total value 
of exports. At the same time, tourism expenditures grew as well. The most 
important indicators of tourism are the number of foreign tourists and 
incomes from tourism.

Tab.4 Incomes from tourism. Source MTKRS (Ministry of Tourism, Culture, Youth and Sports)

Referring to the above numbers, we can see that income in 2005 
is 100million euro more than in 2004. In 2009 income is 11% higher than 
in 2008, when the number of tourists increased by 34%. The same situation 
occurred between 2007–2008. Incomes increased by 17% and the number of 
tourists increased with 21%.

Indicators of economic development from tourism 2003–2007 are:
 

• The number of foreign tourists rose from 309,000 in 2003 to 
1,100,000 in 2007

• Tourism income is 3.8–4% of GDP or approx. 450,000,000USD

• Tourism's contribution to the Albanian economy is about 11%

• The tourism industry employs about 138,000 people.

The main goal is diversification of the tourism products that 
Albania offers based on tourist resources.2 According to INSTAT and the 
Bank of Albania, the tourism industry showed solid growth in the year 2015. 
During the fi rst nine months of that year, the number of tourists increased 
14.1% over the same period the previous year, with a 6.7% increase in 
revenues as well (INSTAT and Bank of Albania).

The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP in 2015 was 
ALL 87.6 billion (6.0% of GDP). This is forecast to rise by 5.7% to ALL 92.6 
billion in 2016.3

The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP is expected 
to grow by ALL 156.5 billion (7.9% of GDP) by 2026.4

At the same time, Travel & Tourism generated 51,000 jobs directly 
in 2015 (5.5% of total employment) and this is forecast to grow by 3.4% in 
2016 to 53,000 (5.6% of total employment).

2 SH. Hajnu, Revista ‘Monitor’, Nr.23. (2006). Trokitja e turizmit

3 1USD=125ALL (Exchange rate last seen; February 28, 2017)

4 WTTC, Travel & Tourism ECONOMIC IMPACT 2016 ALBANIA
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According to data from the World Council of Tourism, the tourism 
sector in Albania plays a key role in the country's economy, contributing 
81.4 billion ALL to the GDP, or about 6.2% of the total. Forecasts for the 
future seem to be very positive, as tourism is expected grow by 4.1% 
annually during the years 2015–2025.  The sector is expected to contribute 
about 145.4 billion ALL to the GDP by the year 2022. By 2026, Travel & 
Tourism will account for 77,000 jobs directly, an increase of 3.8% the next 
ten years.5

From the above analysis of the basis key indicators, we conclude 
that when tourism is considered as a major factor of a country's economy 
and is given proper importance, it serves as a mainstay of the economic 
development of the country. As a main conclusion we may state that: 
Increase of the number of tourists indicate to the growth and 
sustainable economic development. Hypothesis 1 is confirmed.

To evaluate hypothesis H2, we employed a questionnaire so that 
tourists could identify types of tourism and grade their level of satisfaction.

Questionnaire Analysis

• 30 questionnaires were distributed to Rinas Airport, Durresi 
Port and Muriqan Village

• 40% were tourists from western countries (Italy, Germany, 
Austria, France) and 60% from Kosovo and Macedonia

• 63% of them were visiting Albania for the first time

• Their purposes for visiting were: coastal tourism (20%); winter 
tourism (33%); historical and cultural tourism (78%). 46% 
of tourists have visited museums of memory in Shkodra and 
Tirana. So about 52% of them have participated in more than 
one kind of tourism.

• 100% of them was satisfied by the diversity of types of tourism 
that Albania provides.

Factorial analysis

To measure the satisfaction of tourists from a diversity of tourism 
types, the questionnaire is in the form of a table to obtain tourists' opinion 
(which in this case appears as the dependent variable) related to their 
pleasure as presented in 9 claims. Respondents were asked to refer to the 

5 Ibid.
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Likert scale (0–1: do not know, sorry; 1–2: bad; 3: neutral; 4: good; 5: very 
good) to assign a numerical value to the degree of acceptance or non-
acceptance of these claims.

Rotated component matrix

Tab. 5 Factor analysis with method of Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

As we can see to the above table, for the question; “You are more 
satisfi ed by diversity of all types of tourism?”, the positive statement “very 
good 5” is at the higher level.

Based on this we can say that H2 hypothesis is confi rmed.

SWOT Analysis

Strength

• A favorable geographical position

• The existence of rich natural cultural and historical monuments

• Handicraft development tradition

• New age population as human resource potential 

• Interfaith tolerance and harmony

• University-level education for tourism

• Ability of Albanian people to speak more than one foreign 
language

• Hospitality that is one of the prominent characteristics of 
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Albanian culture.

Weakness

• High rate of informal economy

• The lack of marketing of artisan products

• Migration of population.

• High unemployment and domination of informal jobs

• Misuse of natural resources

• Absence of pure competition in terms of business development

• Low level of service quality

Opportunities

• The construction of the Nation Road

• Rehabilitation of international roads

• Existence of seaports and International Airport

• Visa Liberalization

• Increase of foreign investors interested in investing in Albania

• Development of IT and the telecommunication industry

• Integration of Albania in NATO

Threatens

• World economic crisis.

• The lack of consolidated structures that must cover only the 
tourism sector

• Strong international competition

• Risk of natural disasters such as flooding

• Bad management of pollution and waste treatment

Conclusion and Disccussion

Albania is a country whose economic development is very closely 
connected with its political system. The same thing can be said about 
the development of Albania's tourism industry. The communist system, 
introduced after 1944, had as its main purpose the presentation of Albania 
as an economically developed country with particular emphasis on the 
development of heavy industry.

But this did not correlate with the geographic or social reality 
of the country and its development. At this time Albania was 70% rural 
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and 30% urban, with its greatest assets and resources in the field of 
agriculture. In addition, during this period there was no appreciable tourism 
development.

By contrast, the situation changed dramatically after 1991 during 
the second phase. With Albania now open to the western world, many 
foreign experts visited Albania and concluded that one of the priorities of 
the country's economic modernization was the development of tourism, 
recognizing that Albania possesssed the necessary attractions to stimulate 
this development.

For this reason, tourism was the first sector of the economy for 
which a development strategy for 1992–1997 was drafted. Statistics after 
1991 demonstrate that an increase in the number of tourists stimulates 
investments in tourism as well as brings about an increase in personal 
incomes, GDP growth, and a rise in employment. These statistics also 
clearly articulate that the development of the tourism industry is absolutely 
imperative for the economic growth of the country.

Also, diversification of the types of tourism offered to tourists 
increases their satisfaction. This is because attractions in Albania favor 
such differentiation, with the result that tourists can enjoy several types of 
tourism within a short time.
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Chinese International Relations Scholars perceptions of Proactive 
Pacifism Diplomacy under PM Abe

International Christian University

Sino-Japanese relations have grown more precarious owing to 
the nationalization of the Senkaku islands, visits to Yasukuni Shrine and 
a growing security competition in the East and South China Sea. Hand-
in-hand with this growing tension under Prime Minister Abe, we have 
witnessed an increase in omnidirectional diplomacy with Japan forging 
new security partnerships, engaging in trade agreements like the TPP and 
strenghtening its long standing alliance with the US. This paper explores 
Chinese IR scholars view this Japan's omnidirectional diplomacy under PM 
Abe an their implications for the future of Sino-Japan relations. 

As part of this objective, this paper will investigate how do 
Chinese scholars view Japan's proactive pacifism? How do Chinese scholars 
interpret Japan's strengthening alliance with the US? How do Chinese 
scholars interpret Japan's cooperation with Southeast Asia nations in the 
South China Sea?

It finds that Chinese perceptions of Japanese omnidirectional 
diplomacy are not homogeneous and can be categorized into schools of 
thought which are not mutually exclusive: 1) Japan's foreign policy as part of 
a Japanese renaissance/self-rejuvenation; 2) extension of US Foreign policy 
containment strategy; 3) Extension of US strategy to hedge and engage; 4) 
Japan's new grand strategy; and 5) related to domestic politics.
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Introduction to the Northcroft Collection, relating to the Tokyo 
War Crimes Trial 1 (1946–48): Documents held at the Macmillan 
Brown Library, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New 
Zealand

Kyushu Institute of Technology

1. Who was Sir Erima Northcroft (1884–1953)?

I began by explaining who Erima Harvey Northcroft was, and 
gave an outline of his career. Born on the West Coast of the South Island in 
1884, he commenced law practice at Hamilton in 1907. He was a practising 
lawyer with a strong interest in education. His law practice was interrupted 
by World War One.

2. What is the Northcroft Collection and why is it important?

The International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE) was 
held from 29 April 1946 to 12 November 1948. The IMTFE was charged by 
its founding Charter, from which its authority derived, with bringing the 
highest levels of Japanese war criminals to trial, though the Emperor was 
immune from the process.

The tribunal consisted of 11 members from 11 nations, in 
alphabetical order: Australia, Canada, China, France, Great Britain, India, 
New Zealand, the Netherlands, the Philippines, the Soviet Union and the 
USA.

Justice Northcroft was chosen to represent New Zealand on the 
Bench of the IMTFE. After the trial in January 1949, he donated his nearly 
complete set of trial documents to the University of Canterbury College 
(now the University of Canterbury). It is now one of the most complete sets 
of IMTFE documents in the world. Almost 380 volumes; 110,000 pages. 
Its rarity and increasing importance (as other originals have dwindled, 
disintegrated and been lost) is acknowledged by UNESCO, which inscribed it 
in 2010 on its Asia Pacific Memory of the World (MOW) register.

1 At the time of presentation, I wrote “Trbunal” but “Tokyo War Crimes Trial” is normal, though 
the body which conducted the trial was the International Military Tribunal for the Far East.
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3. What are some of the highlights?

The Collection comprises 378 volumes, as follows: Index and 
Finding Guides (16 vols.); Transcripts of Proceedings (138 vols.); Final 
Addresses (29 vols.); Digest of Transcripts (16 vols.); Motions Presented to 
the Court (5 vols.); Rulings and Orders of the Court (3 vols.); Prosecution 
Documents (11 vols.); Proceedings on Chambers (6 vols.); Exhibits (93 
vols.); Judgment and Annexes (10 vols.); Appendage Documents Related to 
Judgment (8 vols.); Separate Opinions of the Justices (6 vols.); Miscellaneous 
(9 vols.); Extra and Duplicate Material (28 vols.).

I looked at the following items: 

(i) Volume 32 of Transcripts of Proceedings (22–27 November 
1946). The reason I started here was because I first looked up Kishi 
Nobusuke (1896–1987) in the index, and found a reference to him in this 
volume. Kishi, who later became prime minister of Japan twice, was not 
indicted, so unsurprisingly there is not much about him, but the reference 
led me to the diary of Kido Kōichi (1889–1977).
Kido kept a diary (of which a partial and unattributed English translation 
has been published) from 1930 to 1945 which was voluntarily turned over 
to the prosecution and was relied on heavily during the Trial. He was Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal 1940–45, and the closest adviser of Emperor Showa. 
He was convicted of war crimes and sentenced to life imprisonment, but 
released in 1953.

(ii) Biographical Sketches of the 11 Judges and 28 Defendants; 
Lists of Japanese Cabinet Members (Box No. 336) – an item unique to the 
Northcroft Collection.

(iii) Documents of particular interest to historians of Japan and 
international relations in the first half of the 20th century.
The Study on Prosecution's Phases on Japan's “Aggressive” War was created 
on orders from the office of the President, Sir William Webb. It is divided 
into two volumes: Volume I includes “Study on Prosecution's Phase on 
Domination of North China and China” (31 pages); “Preparation of Japanese 
Public Opinion, Phase II, Prosecution” (21 pages); “Japan's Southward 
Advance, Prosecution, Excluding Atrocity Phases: French Indo–China 
and other Continental Areas” (71 pages); “Japan's Southward Advance, 
Prosecution and Defence Phases: Great East Asia Co–Prosperity Sphere” 
(54 pages); and “Southward Advance, Prosecution, Exclusive of Atrocities: 
Netherlands East Indies” (42 pages).
Volume II includes: “Japanese Military and Political Aggression in the Rest 
of China” (149 pages); “Economic Aggression, Prosecution's Case” (25 pages); 
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and “Study of Prosecution's Phase on Military and Political Domination of 
Manchuria” (30 pages). Also General Cramer's Study of Evidence relating to 
Manchuria (205 pages); writings of Justice Röling (Netherlands) and Justice 
Henri Bernard (France).

Example:
Prosecution Phase on Domination of North China and China

“The Chinese had met the Japanese occupation of Manchuria with 
a boycott of Japanese goods. (League of Nations Rpt., 3287) After 
the continuing advance in North China, students indulged in anti-
Japanese demonstrations and a general ill-feeling persisted among 
the Chinese people. (Ching, 2385–6) The Chinese government, 
however, never refused to negotiate with Japan on the main issue, 
namely, the Japanese attempt to separate North China from China 
proper. (Ching, 2415)
In May 1935, on the excuse of the assassination of two Chinese 
in the Japanese concession at Tientsin, the Japanese demanded 
the removal of high ranking military officers and the withdrawal 
of various troops and government officers from the region. John 
Goette, experienced reporter of Far Eastern Affairs, was in Peiping 
at this time…”

4. Future Research

• This is not my main research, which is connected with Sir 
Ernest Satow (1843–1929) and Anglo-Japanese relations in 
the Bakumatsu and Meiji periods, though there are intriguing 
connections with it: e.g. Kido Koichi was a great nephew of 
Kido Takayoshi/Koin (1833–77) of the Choshu clan.

• I would like to spend more time with the Northcroft Collection, 
and perhaps develop a specific research topic from it. I feel 
strongly that others (Japanese and non-Japanese researchers) 
should also be encouraged to do so in the future, in keeping 
with the donor's original intentions.

• I saw nothing about atrocities in the two days during which 
I visited the archives, and I believe those have been well 
documented (in gruesome and controversial detail) by Lord 
Russell of Liverpool in his Knights of Bushido: A Short History 
of Japanese War Crimes (first published in 1958). Russell was 
a legal adviser at both Tokyo and Nuremberg, with a similar 
career background to that of Erima Northcroft.

• The trial documented here was of course of the elite, the 
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war leaders in the Japanese cabinet, for their criminal 
responsibility under international law for the war. Very few 
- if any - of them would themselves have used a pistol, rifle 
or bayonet in anger during the war years (1941–45). But they 
gave the orders, or at the least did not countermand or stop 
orders by their subordinates from being carried out. Was such 
negligence criminal? This was one of the charges in the trial 
(Count 55).

5. Concluding Remarks

• I hope to have shown in this presentation why the Northcroft 
Collection is very important as a record of a major International 
Criminal Law trial of the 20th century.

• Legal scholars can examine the trial's jurisdiction, legality of 
proceedings, precedents etc.

• Historians of various fields (legal, military, imperial, diplomatic 
etc.), sociologists and anthropologists will find a vast array of 
primary source material, some of it only held in the Northcroft 
collection.

• See online comments by Prof. James Burnham Sedgwick 
introducing the collection at http://library.canterbury.ac.nz/
mb/war_crimes/intro.shtml and its unique items http://library.
canterbury.ac.nz/mb/war_crimes/unique.shtml.

Further Reading: 

1. Neil Boister & Robert Cryer, The Tokyo International Military 
Tribunal: A Reappraisal (Oxford University Press, 2008)

2. N. Boister & R. Cryer (eds.), Documents on the Tokyo International 
Military Tribunal: Charter, Indictment and Judgments, (Oxford 
University Press, 2008)

3. The Diary of Marquis Kido, 1931–45: Selected Translations 
into English (Maryland: University Publications of America, 
1984). [No author's name given, nor indication of the basis of 
selections. No footnotes.]  
The original is available in full in Japanese in two volumes:  
木戸幸一日記 (Kido Koichi Nikki), 木戸幸一著; 木戸日記研究会編
集校訂 (Kido Koichi: Kido Nikki Kenkyukai henshu), 東京大学
出版会, 1966.4–1980.7 (Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1966–1980)

4. Y. Tanaka, T. McCormack, G. Simpson (eds.), Beyond Victor's 
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Justice? The Tokyo War Crimes Trial Revisited, (Leiden: Brill, 
2011) includes Chapter 6 on Justice Northcroft by Ann Trotter, 
pp. 81–91.

5. James Burnham Sedgwick, “Memory on Trial: Constructing and 
Contesting the ‘Rape of Nanking’ at the International Military 
Tribunal for the Far East, 1946–1948” in Modern Asian Studies, 
Vol. 43, No. 5 (Sep. 2009), pp. 1229–1254. In the abstract he 
states: “The IMTFE exemplifies the inadequacy of trial-based 
post-conflict reconciliation.”

6. Jeannie M. Welch, The Tokyo Trial: A Bibliographic Guide to 
English-Language Sources (ABC-CLIO, 2002)
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1. 所在地
〒 169-8050 東京都新宿区戸塚町 1-104
早稲田大学国際教養学部 ディヴィッド・辛島研究室
Assistant Professor David Karashima Lab., 
School of International Liberal Studies, Waseda University
1-104 Tozuka-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8050 Japan

E-mail: kokusainihon@gmail.com
URL: http://iajs.net

2. 役員（2017 年度）
会長　イアン・ラックストン / 九州工業大学 教授
President: Ian Ruxton / Professor at Kyushu Institute of Technology 

副会長　チャールズ・カベル / 東洋大学 准教授
Vice-President: Charles Cabell / Associate Professor at Toyo University

理事　マージ・リー / 早稲田大学 教授
Director: Maji Rhee / Professor at Waseda University

理事（会計）　冨田かおる / 山形大学 教授
Director (Treasure): Kaoru Tomita / Professor at Yamagata University

理事（会計監査）　廣田 孝 / 京都女子大学 教授
Director (Auditor): Takashi Hirota / Professor at Kyoto Women's University

理事（総務）　前崎信也 / 京都女子大学 准教授
Director (General Affairs): Shinya Maezaki / Associate Professor at Kyoto 
Women's University

理事　中島友子 / 神戸医療福祉大学 教授
Director: Tomoko Nakashima / Professor at Kobe University of Welfare

理事　ミュリエル・ジョリヴェ / 上智大学 教授
Director: Muriel Jolivet / Professor at Sophia University

理事（事務局長）　ディヴィッド・辛島 / 早稲田大学 専任講師
Director (Secretar y-General): David Karashima / Assistant Professor at 
Waseda University

理事　鈴木桂子 / 立命館大学 教授
Director: Keiko Suzuki / Professor at Ritsumeikan University

理事 ジョフ・ブラッドリー / 帝京大学 准教授
Director: Joff P. N. Bradley / Associate Professor at Teikyo University
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3. 名誉会長
飯島武久 / 元会長、山形大学 名誉教授
Honorar y President: Takehisa I ijima / Emeritus Professor at Yamagata 
University

木村公一 / 元会長、早稲田大学 名誉教授
Honor a r y  P r es ident:  Koic h i  K i mu r a  /  E mer it u s  P r ofessor  at  Wa se d a 
University

4. 名誉会員
リース・モートン / 元副会長、元東京工業大学 教授
Honorary Member: Leith Morton / Emeritus Professor of Tokyo Institute of 
Technology

徳永光展 / 元理事、福岡工業大学 教授
Honorary Member: Mitsunori Tokunaga / Professor at Fukuoka Institute of 
Technology

5. 会費 
一般会員／入会金：¥2,000、年会費：¥5,000
Regular Member / Registration Fee: 2,000 yen, Annual Membership Fee: 
5,000 yen 

学生会員／入会金：¥1,000、年会費：¥3,000
Student Member / Registration Fee: 1,000 yen, Annual Membership Fee: 
3,000 yen 

維持会員／入会金：¥3,000、年会費：¥10,000
Patron Member / Registration Fee: 3,0 0 0 yen, A nnual Membership Fee: 
10,000 yen 

当日発表会員／発表費：¥5,000（入会せずに発表を希望する場合）
Conference Presentation Fee for Non-members: 5,000 yen 

当日聴講会員／聴講費：¥2,000（学生：¥1,000）
Conference Registration Fee for Non-members: 2,000 yen (Student: 1,000 
yen) 
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Bylaws

Section 1: General Bylaws

1. (Name)

The association shall be called ‘The International Association for Japan Studies’.

2. (Members) 

Anyone interested in Japanese culture and Japan, irrespective of nationality, is 
able to become a member of the association. 

3. (Language) 

Regardless of the nationality of its members, as a rule, the association shall use 
English within the association and its research meetings. 

Section 2: Objectives and Activities

4. (Objectives) 

This association is established to promote study by foreign scholars and Japanese 
scholars as individuals or jointly, of all aspects of Japan, with a focus on the 
humanities and social sciences. The association, using the international lingua 
franca, English, as its common language, will publish in English with the aim of 
promoting mutual understanding between Japan and other countries. 

5. (Activities) 

The association in order to achieve the aforementioned objectives has established 
the following activities. 

1. The holding of regular meetings and research conferences and general 
meetings. 

2. Academic exchanges between researchers and research organizations 
both in Japan and overseas. 

3. Any other activities deemed necessary to carry out its purposes. 

Section 3: Organization

6. (Executive) 

The association will consist of the following executive members:
1. President (1 person), 
2. Honorary Presidents (small group), 
3. Advisors (small group), 
4. Vice-President (1 person), 
5. Secretary/Treasurer (general business, accounting, 1 person), 
6. Executive Members (small group), 
7. Accountant (1). 

7. (Duties) 

The association has determined that the following duties will be carried out by 
the executive. 

1. The President will represent the association and oversee its meetings. 
2. The Vice-President will assist the President in administering the 

association.
3. The executive will hold executive meetings in order to deliberate upon 

important matters relating to the running of the association. Meetings 
of the executive will be chaired by the President. 
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4. The Secretary/Treasurer will supervise the administrative work of the 
association. 

5. The Auditor will audit the account. 

8. (Election) 

The election of the executive and term of office shall proceed as follows: 
1. The President and Auditor will be nominated by the executive and then 

confirmed by a general meeting of the association. 
2. The Vice-President and executive members, including the Secretary/

Treasurer (general affairs and accounting), will be nominated by the 
President and after confirmation by the executive will be approved by 
the general meeting of the association. 

3. The term of office of the executive shall be two years, except for special 
circumstances, and as a rule, any extension of office will be limited to 
one other term of two years, thus arriving at a total of 4 years. However 
advisors will not subject to this rule. If a member of the executive is 
replaced during his term of office, the replacement will serve out the 
remaining term of the person who is replaced. 

9. (Honorary Presidents – Advisors) 

1. The association will be able to appoint a small number of Honorary 
Presidents and Advisors. 

2. Honorary Presidents and Advisors, if so requested by the President, will 
be able to attend meetings of the executive as required and to assist in 
the general running of the association.

3. Honorary Presidents and Advisors will be nominated by the President 
and after receiving the approval of the executive, will be confirmed at 
the general meeting of the association. 

10.(General Meeting) 

1. General Meetings will be called for by the President at least once a year. 
However if necessary extraordinary meetings can also be called. 

2. Resolutions of the general meeting must be passed by a quorum 
consisting of over half of those present. 

Section 4: Accounting

11.(Expenses)

The expenses of the association shall be paid through income received from 
association membership fees. 

12.(Fiscal Year)

The financial year applying to the association will commence from the 1st of 
April every year and run until the 31st March the following year. 

13.(Report)

After receiving the approval of the Accountant the financial report of the 
association will be presented at the annual general meeting once a year. 

Section 5: Changes in the Bylaws

14.(Changes)

Changes in the bylaws must be approved by a quorum at the annual general 
meeting. 

(Additional Provision)

1. The Bylaws of the Association came into being on the 1st of April 2005. 
2. The Bylaws, Article 6 (Executive – 2. Honorary Presidents), Article 8 

(Election – 3) and Article 9 (Honorary Presidents – Advisors – 1, 2, 3) 
were revised at the General Meeting of the 4th Convention on November 
14, 2008.
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国際日本学会（IAJS）2017 年度研究発表大会（第 13 回大会）は、2017 年 12 月２日（土）、
午前 11 時から午後６時半にわたって、早稲田大学で開催されます。発表希望者は下記の要
項に従って、お申し込み下さい。

送付： 申込書は、e-mail により、本文（plain text）に記入し、且つ、（文
字化け対策のため）同じ内容を記入したテキスト・ファイル（拡張子
txt のファイル）をも添付して送って下さい。

申し込み締切： 2017 年 10 月 31 日 

申込先： 〒 605-8501 京都市東山区今熊野北日吉町35 番地
京都女子大学 家政学部 
前﨑信也研究室

「国際日本学会」第 13 回大会申込受付 係

メールアドレス： s_maezaki@yahoo.co.jp

電話・ファックス： 075-531-7250 

［申し込み者の氏名］ 
日本国籍の場合は、日本語及び英語で、外国国籍の場合は、外国名とカタカナで書いて下
さい。

[ 申し込み者の連絡先 ]
氏名、現住所、e-mail、電話番号などを書いて下さい。

［所属］ 
申し込み者の所属機関が日本にある場合は、英語及び日本語で、また教授、准教授、講師、
院生などの地位も書いて下さい。

［略歴］ 
英語または日本語で一枚に書いて下さい。
著作については、代表的な著書、もしくは論文１点 ( 題名、出版年、発行機関など )、並び
に研究分野とテーマも書いて下さい。

［発表題名］ 
英語及び日本語で書いて下さい。

［発表要旨］ 
（英語）300 Words 以内で書いて下さい。

［発表費用］ 
国際日本学会会員は無料です。入会されずに発表を希望なさる場合、当日に口頭発表費用と
して 5,000 円をお納め下さい。

国際日本学会（IAJS）
2017年度研究発表 申込要項
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2017 Guidelines 
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The 2017 Conference of the IAJS will be held on Saturday, December 2 at Waseda 
University in Tokyo. Applicants wishing to submit proposals for conference papers should 
follow the guidelines below: 

 – Proposals should be sent by e-mail in plain text and with an attached text 
file. 

 – Application should be sent by 31 October, 2017 to the address below: 
• E-mail:  s_maezaki@yahoo.co.jp

• Address:  The International Association for Japan Studies (IAJS)

c/o Dr. Shinya Maezaki, 

Kyoto Women's University,

35 Imakumano Kitahiyoshi-cho, Higashiyama-ku,

Kyoto 605-8501 JAPAN 

• Tel & Fax: +81-75-531-7250

[Name] 
For a Japanese name, both in Japanese and English. 
For a foreign name, both in foreign and Katakana. 

[Institution] 
If relevant, include Rank (e.g. Professor, Associate Professor, Ph.D. Cand.). 
If the institution is in Japan, then the name should be given in both English and Japanese. 

[Title of Paper] 
In English and Japanese. 

[Précis] 
In English, 300 words or less. 

[Brief CV] 
In English or Japanese. 

[Publication] 
Title of one book or one article (with title, year of publication, name of the journal, etc.). 

[Research Field or Topic]

[Nationality]

[Contact Address]
Name, address, e-mail, and telephone number. 

[Conference Presentation Fee] 
All the members are free to participate in the IAJS conferences. Conference Presentation 
Fee for non-members is 5,000 yen.
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The International Association for Japan Studies (IAJS) issues one number per year, 
selecting papers of outstanding quality. To submit a paper, please follow the guidelines  
specified below.

1. Submissions will be accepted only from current members of the IAJS. The annual 
membership fee must have been paid prior to the time of submission. (One of 
submitters submitting joint papers must be a member of the IAJS.)

2. Submitters submitting papers based on presentations given in the annual 
conference of the IAJS should make this clear at the time of submission. (Papers 
submitted for review may not have been published, accepted for publication or 
be under review elsewhere.) The deadline for submission of papers based on 
presentations is May 31 the year following the conference.

3. When submitting a paper, the three items below should be submitted by e-mail as 
attachments, formatted as MICROSOFT WORD files.

a: Papers should not exceed 7,000 words, including the main text and any 
footnotes, but excluding bibliography, tree diagrams, tables, graphs, 
numerical formulae and figures. Submitters, especially those whose 
first language is not English, are expected to have had their papers 
thoroughly edited to eliminate any potential problems with syntax prior 
to submission.

b: English Synopsis must be 600 words or fewer in length. As mentioned, 
submitters, especially those whose first language is not English, are expected 
to have their writing thoroughly edited to eliminate any potential problems 
with syntax prior to submission. 

c: Cover letter should include the title, author's name, affiliated institution, 
contact address, phone number, fax number (if available), e-mail address and 
reference details, when applicable, to any presentations the author may have 
given dealing with research covered in the paper.

4. Notes on Style

a: Place all notes at the end of the paper.

b: For other points concerning style, please follow The MLA Handbook for 
Writers of Research Papers, which we recommend, or if preferred, a standard 
alternative.

5. When submitting by electronic mail, send the paper, synopsis and cover letter 
to the  chief editor of The IAJS Journal (Prof. Charles Cabell, e-mail: cabell@
toyo.jp) with “Paper for Submission” in the Subject line. Filenames must be brief 
and consist only of alphanumeric letters. Within one week after receiving a 
submission, the chief editor will send an acknowledgement of receipt by e-mail. 
In the event that an acknowledgement is not received within a week, please re-
send the submission to ensure it has been received. Failure to do so may result in 
the paper not being considered for review.

6. The Editorial Board retains sole responsibility for accepting or rejecting papers 
submitted for review.
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7. In principle, authors will receive two proofs and will be responsible for all 
corrections. Corrections are strictly limited to typographical and factual errors. 
In no case will amendments to content be accepted. Contributors will receive 20 
free off-prints. The IAJS reserves the right to make published papers available in 
electronic form.

8. Authors will collectively share the costs for publication of The IAJS Journal.  
Consequently, authors living inside of Japan will need to send a publishing fee 
(10,000 yen) to the publisher within ten days after receiving off-prints. Authors 
living outside of Japan will pay in cash (10,000 yen) in exchange for The IAJS 
Journal at the annual conference of the IAJS.

Inquires to Prof. Charles Cabell (Toyo University), e-mail: cabell@toyo.jp

E-mail: djkarashima@hotmail.com

Office:  Assistant Prof. David Karashima
  School of International Liberal Studies
  Waseda University
  1-104, Tozuka-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 1698050 Japan

URL:   http://www.iajs.net/
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